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bat for lashes

the human value

light brigade

pictures burnt

tiger army
the batmen return
brandon steep

magic and muse
Bat For Lashes is the work of British
singer/songwriter, multi- instrumentalist
and visual artist Natasha Khan. Born in
1979, yet combining influences that
span decades, Natasha’s work dwells in
the elemental and emerges in
timeless forms.
Bat For Lashes music is bold and vivid.
Her live shows, with accomplices Ginger
Lee, Abi Fry and Lizzy Carey, are made
up of thunderous marching band drums,
desert guitar, ballet school piano,
harpsichord, sub-bass snarls, hand-claps
and naive beats, with the women fluidly
switching and swapping their
instruments between songs. There are
also interludes of exquisite heartbreak;
the piano ballad ‘Sad Eyes’ has on more
than one occasion left audience
members in tears. Her debut album ‘Fur
and Gold’ is a very special record, a
cohesive collection of songs so haunting
and mesmerising it makes a striking
impression on all who hear it.
It was whilst working as a nursery
school teacher, following her university
degree in film and music, that Fur and
Gold album opener ‘Horse & I’ came to
Natasha in a dream. Inspired by tales of
Joan of Arc, Natasha is woken by a
black horse at the window and sent on a
fateful quest. This extraordinary dream
became the muse for the songs that
now comprise Fur and Gold.

Recorded in London and Brighton,
Natasha co-produced the album with
David Kosten (Faultline). Recurrent
themes of natural forces and animal
kingdoms, rugged English cliff tops and
engulfing oceans – highlighted on the
lament ‘Seal Jubilee’, are juxtaposed by
the energy of rough urban living,
teenage bedrooms and the freedom of
California highways. Josh T Pearson (Lift
To Experience) guests, adding guitar and
vocals on three tracks – the brooding
live favourite ‘Trophy’, ‘Seal Jubilee’ and
the finale ‘I Saw A Light’, adding the
kind of hymns and chaos that only the
son of a preacher could provide.
Bat For Lashes played their first big
show in London supporting CocoRosie at
the Scala at the end of 2005. A year
later almost to the day, Bat For Lashes
headlined a sold out Scala, where the
likes of Bjork, Nellee Hooper and Brett
Anderson were to be seen in the sold
out crowd. Other fans include Devendra
Banhart, Jarvis Cocker and Thom Yorke
(who chose ‘Horse & I’ for his iTunes Top
Ten Playlist, saying “I love the
harpsichord and the sexual ghost voices
and bowed saws. This song seems to
come from the world of Grimm’s
fairytales, and I feel like a wolf.”)
Having spent parts of her childhood in
Pakistan, Natasha Khan now lives by the
sea in England.

Original punks back
It’s been nine years since the last album of new
999 material, but now they are back – 15 tracks
of punk rock with that classic 999 sound.
Formed in December 1976, 999 signed to
United Artists and soon became one of the
biggest punk bands with hits such as Homicide,
Feelin'‚ Alright With The Crew and Nasty Nasty.
Unlike so many of their contemporaries 999
never split or sold out and still tour constantly
pulling in the crowds.
Death In Soho was recorded in July 2007 with
original members Nick Cash (vocals/guitar), Guy
Days (guitar), Pablo Labritain (drums) and Arturo
Bassick (bass) currently of The Lurkers and
formerly Pinpoint and engineered by Pat Collier
(ex-Vibrators).
A new batch of gigs are planned to promote the
album and more dates will be added all the time
taking the tour into 2008.

Bar_Xussia
WE ARE GONNA
ROCK YOU
The chain of Bar_Xussia venues will be opening
in Hull soon closely followed by Bradford and
Pontypridd with plans to open eight outlets in
total by the end of 2008.
Bar_Xussia hopes to ‘raise the bar’ for all venues
with facilities that are second to none, going the
extra nine yards to make Bar_Xussia among the
best venues out there. A real stage, superb
sound and lighting plus audio and video
recording, a clean venue, 200 capacity with
great sight lines plus friendly, helpful staff.
Admission will generally be free but for bigger
bands a door charge might apply. Check online
or in local press for details. Beer and food will be
reasonably priced and we will be offering special
drink promotions on certain nights. Bar_Xussia is
open noon till late 7 days per week.
Bar_Xussia will be booking the hottest bands out
there, local, national and international and want
to hear from bands, agents, management and
record companies regarding bookings, the goal
is to help and encourage bands from a support
slot to headlining appearances.
The invitation only opening night and every
night is going to be a rock’n’roll party.
Bar_Xussia is the only place to be in Hull if you
want to ROCK. It really does not get better than
this.
GET READY TO ROCK!

Eliza has arrived, again
Having travelled on one of Europe’s most celebrated musical journeys spanning 15 years, fronting
three acclaimed bands, and perhaps best known as former lead singer of Icelandic rock band
Bellatrix, Elíza Newman now launches her debut solo offering ‘Empire Fall’.
‘Empire Fall’ written and arranged by Elíza, echoes haunting vocals, which lead to sparkling
melodies calling up the barren and heartbreaking delivery of 60s songstress Nico, punctuated by
power pop reminiscent of Debbie Harry’s Blondie; all the while exploring themes of troubling
relationships, the status of independence and female strength, not unlike the work of another
major influence, Kate Bush.
Lead track ‘Empire Fall’ is a feisty statement of intent, showing how easily Elíza is able to take
command of her vocal delivery. ‘Change My Name’ is a fine example of the melodies and driving
basslines Elíza is able to produce and deliver with strength. By contrast, ‘Return to Me’ is subtle and
fragile to the point of desolation, conveyed in a way that only someone with the depth of talent as
Elíza can.

Conquistador
To Release
Royal Fifth EP
In a far off glamosphere of glitter-soul,
somewhere between Al Stewart, David Bowie
and Funkadelic, skates the dandy-disco-rollerrocker. He has the look of Zappa, the suave of
Gainsbourg, the feet of James Brown and dress
all his own. This is Conquistador: not your run
of the mill retroist regurgitation. Their E.P., Royal
Fifth, will now be available in the US, Europe,
Asia and the South Pacific exclusively online at
iTunes, Napster, E-music, Rhapsody, Myspace,
Connect and Music.com to name a few.
A limited edition E.P. with live bonus tracks,
video(s) and other goodies is scheduled for
October 2007.
Conquistador started when artist, designer and
DJ, Alexander Antebi got together with Brian
Kehew, author of ‘Recording The Beatles’,
keyboard player for The Who, half of the Moog
Cookbook and producer of Fiona Apple’s 2005
record Extraordinary Machine. The band got
together and started experimenting with
everything from Earth, Wind and Fire’s old tape
machine and Larry Graham’s (Sly and the Family
Stone) custom bass amp to Mellotrons,
Chamberlins and famously customised analogue
synthesizers.
Never one to shy away from a special, if not
odd, honour for his personal style, Antebi
accepted an exclusive invitation be one of fifty
members of Beard Team USA to compete in the
2007 World Beard and Moustache

Championships in Brighton. Representing the
U.S. in the ‘Imperial Moustache’ (that’s the
handle bar moustache in layman’s terms), Antebi
is one of the youngest competitors in this
globally covered event. Staying true to form,
Antebi has decided to go all out and will be
wearing a couture outfit specially designed for
this event from his ‘Alexander Antoinette’ luxury
clothing and apparel line with partner Ashley
Hester. Antebi best describes it as “Southern
Civil War Vermeer meets Rajestani Rock N Roll
Eleganza.”
After the championships, Antebi will be making
select DJ appearances in Sweden, Denmark and
the U.K. Dates (dates below). Conquistador will
also be collaborating on a single of epic
proportions with members of Swedish band The
Ark, winners of the 2007 Eurovision Song
Contest, the global olympics of popular music.
These glitter juggernauts will be recording in
Malmo, Sweden, home town of The Ark and
The Cardigans. Conquistador will then return to
NYC to begin recording their full-length debut.

Elíza was just sweet-sixteen when she formed the all-girl punk rock outfit Bellatrix. The four teens
released four albums on Bjork’s Bad Taste label and in the process earned the tag of hottest female
band to come out of Iceland; as well as signing to Fierce Panda for the release of their fourth album
(amazingly their first in English), and a co-headlining UK tour with Coldplay. Kerrang! described Elíza
as being a ‘spectacular vocal talent!’, while NME praised her as a ‘exhilarating, unhinged, untutored
rough pop Diamond’. The media focus was unrelenting, and after headlining the Carling Stage at the
Reading Festival 2000, Elíza took time out to further her musical armoury and embark on an intense
course of study in operatic arts in London. Eventually finding herself wanting to connect both worlds
and ‘create something epic’ Elíza formed her third band – Skandanavia. Tagged by many as being
reminiscent of The Breeders and early Flaming Lips, Skandanavia picked up where Bellatrix had left
off, receiving major critical acclaim.
Elíza has spent the past four years weaving her amazing journey into a representative body of work,
presented on ‘Empire Fall’, set to be one of the breakthrough albums of the year.

A word from Pink Hedgehog
After months of frustrating delays, Steve
Wilson’s new album ‘Sideshows And Fairytales’
was officially released on 28th August 2007,
and available from most music retailers including
Amazon, HMV, Virgin and Play. This is Steve’s
second album packed full of warmth and
sincerity that will restore some (if not all) of your
faith in humankind! If you'd rather get it direct
from Pink Hedgehog, just visit the website,
www.pinkhedgehog.com
Also, the Freak Circus album is now in stock at
the Pink Hedgehog Online Store. Up until now
it has only been available digitally, but it’s finally
being given a physical release for all you punkpop fans out there who still like your music on
something circular and plastic. It’s just £5.99
including postage within the UK.
Garfield’s Birthday are in the studio recording
tracks for their much talked about new album
‘Let Them Eat Cake’ which was due out on
German label Dandyland Records about two
years ago! All good things...
Electrasy can finally let their fans (old and new)
hear the almost mythical third album recorded
for Arista in the USA back in 2001... and guess
who they approached to help get it out there!
Pink Hedgehog proudly presents ‘Wired For
Dreaming’. The album will be available very
soon, more details to follow...

DASHBOARD
CONFESSIONAL
NEW ALBUM
Critically acclaimed singer-songwriter Chris
Carrabba returns to his roots with the release
of ‘The Shade of Poison Trees’, Dashboard
Confessional’s fifth album for longtime label
Vagrant Records. The album marks a notable
return to the signature acoustic sound that
Carrabba first developed on early Dashboard
Confessional albums like 2000’s ‘The Swiss
Army Romance’ and 2001’s ‘The Places You
Have Come To Fear The Most’.
Recorded over 10 days in Florida with
renowned producer Don Gilmore (Pearl Jam,
Linkin Park), ‘The Shade of Poison Trees’ is
filled with the kind of earnest acoustic laments
and smart, poetic lyrics that long ago turned
Carrabba into a feverishly adored artist. While
he continues to evolve as a songwriter
throughout, the album is a significant return to
the Dashboard of old, as well as a tip of the
hat to fans that have spent the past nine years
by his side. When asked why he revisited his
earlier styles he responded, “I never really left.”
Originally conceived in 1998, Dashboard
Confessional began as a way for Carrabba to
work outside the boundaries of his then band,
Further Seems Forever. His debut album,
‘The Swiss Army Romance’, was filled with
intimate, soul-bearing acoustic numbers and

was followed by ‘The Places You Have Come
to Fear the Most’, which earned him his first
gold record and the MTV2 Artist of the Year
Award in 2002.
Both Dashboard’s third album, 2003’s ‘A Mark
A Mission A Brand A Scar’, and the band’s
most recent release, 2006’s ‘Dusk and
Summer’, went gold shortly after their
respective releases and earned Carrabba the
respect of U2, who personally asked the band
to join them on a 2005 North American tour.
At the end of last year, Carrabba and his
bandmates, guitarist John Lefler, bassist Scot
Schoenbeck and drummer Mike Marsh, capped
off months of touring with a sold out show at
New York’s Madison Square Garden.
And now, Dashboard has returned with ‘The
Shade of Poison Trees’, an album that is sure to
reconnect with the band’s longtime fans and
further proving that Carrabba has become one
of the most influential songwriters of his
generation. Without question, ‘The Shade of
Poison Trees’ is Dashboard’s most personal
album yet, and, to that end, Carrabba is set this
Autumn to embark on a North American solo
tour – his first in over five years before heading
to the UK as main support to Maroon 5.

ENVY ON THE
COAST
Long Island’s Envy On The Coast are set to
release their self titled EP on 12th November
on Verse one/Photo Finish Records and are
currently on a UK tour with Madina Lake
finishing in London this week.
The band have been touring the past 18
months stateside playing with Circa Survive,
30 Seconds To Mars, Saosin, My Chemical
Romance and many others. They’ve also
been featured artists on MTV’s $2 Bill Tour,

the Alternative Press tour, Bamboozle, and a
key attraction on this Summer’s Warped
Tour. They also recently won a finalist slot in
the Spin.com Band Of The Year contest.
Envy On The Coast’s debut EP is a posthardcore pop sound, complete with
atmospheric guitars and beautiful piano
melodies.
Their self-titled EP is their first official release
and the debut album ‘Lucy Gray’ will follow
in the New Year.

Fair To Midland gigs LEVI’S “ONE TO
Critically acclaimed Texan quintet, FAIR TO
WATCH” GIGS
MIDLAND have announced a number of UK
dates in November, in support of their recently
released album “Fables Of A Mafly: What I
Tell You Three Times Is True.”
Thursday 15

GLASGOW King Tuts

Friday 16

MANCHESTER Academy
(supporting Serj Tankian)

Sunday 18

LIVERPOOL Barfly

Monday 19

BIRMINGHAM Academy

Tuesday 20

LONDON Barfly

Wednesday 21

BRIGHTON Barfly

Thursday 22

LONDON Astoria
(supporting Serj Tankian)

All tickets are priced at £6.50 apart from the
Manchester and London support slots, where
tickets will be £18.50.

These New Puritans
25 October 2007 ICA, The Mall, London
“threatening punk inspired by The Fall, Franz
Kafka and Elizabethan magician John Dee.”
The Guardian
£8.50 plus £1 booking fee per ticket

This four night revue will feature ludicrouslynamed London five-piece Joe Lean & The Jing
Jang Jong, Pete and the Pirates, Ida Maria,
The Wombats, The Dykeenies, Foals, The
Metros, Johnny Foreigner and Tom Allalone.
6th Nov: Joe Lean & The Jing Jang Jong +
Pete and The Pirates + Ida Maria @
Borderline (tickets: £7)
7th Nov: The Wombats + The Dykeenies +
Ida Maria @ ULU (tickets: £10)
8th Nov: Foals + Metros + Ida Maria @
Barfly (tickets: £8/£9)
9th Nov: Johnny Foreigner + Tom Allalone @
The Fly (tickets: £6)
Support at each show comes from the franklyquite-mental Men in Masks DJs.

Lockstock…
Camden mini-fest
Join Camden’s artists, animators and
musicians for an extravaganza of music,
animation, art work and projections featuring
live performances from:
The Playing Fields, “Rock noir tunesmiths”
launch their new single.
The Changes,
The Giles Gooden Band,
Dana Raza & Friends,
plus DJ sets from Ola’s Kool Kitchen &
Christopher Laird (Radio Nowhere)
plus a whole load of other acoustic sets +
DJs – Free Entry from 7pm til late
Dingwalls, (Lock 17) 11 East Yard,
Camden Lock, London, NW1 8AB

Loney Dear
Following a series of October gigs with
Athlete, Loney Dear spreads his wings with
some November shows with Andrew Bird.
5 Nov 2007 Glasgow Arches
6 Nov 2007 Birmingham Glee Club
8 Nov 2007 Manchester Academy 3
9 Nov 2007 London Koko

The return of
Ray Mayhew
Mayhem Deranged is centred round former
Sigue Sigue Sputnik drummer and
protagonist Ray Mayhew. Ray left Sputnik
shortly before the group disbanded in 1990
to pursue a career as a singer/songwriter.
A short while later Mayhem Deranged is
conceived and some killer songs are written
which are recorded to 4 track tape for preproduction purposes.
Sadly, the master recording sessions never
began. Now that the internet revolution has
kicked in – Ray hooks back up with guitarist
Kevin Prockter and brings in bassist Robert
Godfrey to finish what was started.
They were ahead of their time!

Spit Like This

The Haiku

Spitfire rockers Spit Like This take to the road
for the rest of the year with some hot
supports and gigs of their own all over the
UK. Watch ‘em burn at the following venues.
25 Oct 2007
KING BILLY’S - HALLOWE’EN SPECIAL!!
Northampton
26 Oct 2007
THE HERMIT - HALLOWE'EN
SPOOKTACULAR!!, Brentwood
30 Oct 2007
PURPLE TURTLE, London – Glasswerks
Presents Hallowe'en Spooktacular!
1 Nov 2007
WINNERS LOUNGE (Swindon Town FC),
Swindon
9 Nov 2007
HARD ROCK HELL FESTIVAL, Minehead
with TWiSTED SiSTER, CRADLE OF FILTH,
69 EYES + LOADS MORE!!, Minehead
www.myspace.com/spitlikethisuniverse

If your down Brum way looking for preBonfire Night fireworks, then check out
The Haiku. 4th November 2007 at
Atticus Bar, Bearwood, Birmingham and 5th
December 2007 at Chicago Rock, Trowbridge

It’s showtime
For your delight, the new school of artrock
pop is exhibiting it’s latest offering in the
form of The Patty Winters Show around
London. Described as delightfully catchy and
bring to mind the jerky melodies of The
Young Knives and an awkward brand of new
wave pop, if their new single is anything to
go by they should be a hot live act too.
Wednesday 17th October:
Andy Quirk presents @ Catch, Shoreditch
Wednesday 24th October:
The Stables @ Camden Market
Friday 26th October:
The George Tavern, Stepney
Saturday 27th October: RoTa & Vacuous Pop
@ The Notting Hill Arts Club. 5pm
www.myspace.com/thepattywintersshow

Pinstripe still at large
The band have been hard at work touring the
country. Charlie is doing a tour blog which you
can read at Seatwave. Remaining dates are as
follows:
Oct 13 - Klub Kute @ The Cooler Bristol
Nov 30 - Assembly Rooms Glastonbury
Dec 1 - Cricket Club w/ Saints at
the Gate! Midsomer Norton

The Thirst

Robots in Disguise

London four-piece The Thirst, recently spotted
on a regular late night MTV2 random video
binge, have a new single ‘Ready To Move’
released at the end of the month, with an
album scheduled in for the new year.

Those lovely Robots In Disguise ladies are
doing a tour to promote their new single
‘The Sex Has Made Me Stupid’. The dates are:
October
9 Glasgow Firewater
20 Coventry Colliseum
21 Bristol Festival - Thekla
22 Cambridge Barfly
23 Brighton Barfly
24 Southampton Joiners Arms
25 London Islington Academy
26 Colchester Arts Centre
27 Sheffield The Plug
28 Manchester Roadhouse
29 Leicester Princess Charlotte
30 Liverpool Barfly
31 Middlesborough The Empire
November
1 Aberdeen Moshulu
2 Sunderland The Independent
3 Leeds Nastyfest @The Faversham
4 Shrewsbury Buttermarket

CAKE provides a glimpse of the
past, present and Future
Sacramento outfit CAKE continues to move
forward, celebrating the release of their new bsides and rarities album (out October 2), via the
band's own label Upbeat Records. After opting
out of their contract with Columbia Records, the
band decided to start things off with a treat for
their listeners: a cohesive collection of re-mixed
and re-mastered b-sides and rarities, plus an
exclusive live bonus bootleg track of "War Pigs"
with Steven Drozd of the Flaming Lips. The CD
comes in a collectible "scratch and sniff" package,
embodying four different CD cover colour/scent
configurations (including red/fresh cut roses,
yellow/banana, brown/leather and purple/grape,
along with an interior hidden scent!).
The band recently wrapped up three months of
touring that stretched from London to Istanbul
to Anchorage to headlining the Monolith Festival
in Colorado. CAKE will have another rendezvous

with the road in December, with the re-launch of
the band's Unlimited Sunshine tour series, a
travelling music festival formed by the band in
2002, which over the years has included The
Flaming Lips, Modest Mouse, Tegan and Sara,
De La Soul, Cheap Trick, Gogol Bordello, The
Detroit Cobras, Charlie Louvin and The
Hackensaw Boys. Soon after their return from
the road, the band will return to working on
their first ever live album project, Live At The
Crystal Palace, set for a "limited edition" release
during 2008, as well as their sixth studio fulllength, scheduled for release during autumn
2008. This year's Unlimited Sunshine edition will
include The Brazilian Girls, among other
performers, targeting cities such as Los Angeles,
San Diego, Portland ME, Boston, Providence,
Philadelphia, Washington DC, Rochester and
New York City.

For now though, they’re on tour in October,
dates below, before heading out in support of
Hot Hot Heat in November. You can check out
the singles and the videos at
www.myspace.com/thethirstrockband.
17 Oct 2007 London Rats
18 Oct 2007 Harrow Area 51 @
Westminster Uni S.U.
19 Oct 2007 Nottingham Tone Club (Uni)
20 Oct 2007 Winchester The Railway
21 Oct 2007 Manchester In The City
22 Oct 2007 Leicester Charlotte
26 Oct 2007 BRIXTON MOON @ FRIDGE
(GOOD BOOKS, NATIVES,
WOLFMAN)
27 Oct 2007 Hastings Crypt

On Tuesday 6th November, Enter Shikari will
headline a sold out show at London’s Brixton
Academy. Those of you who’ve failed to keep
up with Enter Shikari for the past 12 months
may need your memories refreshing, so let us
point out that this is exactly one year to the
day since playing their milestone Astoria show
in 2006 as the second only unsigned band to
sell out the venue.
And what a 12 months it’s been.
When released in March, Enter Shikari’s debut
album ‘Take To The Skies’ went in at number 4
in the official UK chart, and has now reached
certified ‘Gold’ status. (don’t y’know that’s
100,000 copies out the door…)
On top of making space for shiny gold discs,
the band have also had to clear their shelves
for two Kerrang! awards - ‘Best Live Band’ and
‘Spirit Of Independence’ and a NME award –
the prestigious ‘John Peel Award For Musical
Innovation’.
Then there was the return to Download… this
year headlining to a packed 10,000 capacity
tent, with a crowd spilling 10 rows deep out
the sides. Tentbursting, BBC2 filmed
performances at T In The Park, Reading and
Leeds festivals followed along with three
European tours and countless European
festivals. Enter Shikari also crammed in four
totally sold out UK tours, three trips to the
USA and a couple of visits to Japan, which
included blowing away 15,000 kids at
Summersonic in Tokyo and a run-in with the
Japanese police over a broken karaoke screen.

Full of numbers and words.
Add to that over 2.5million Youtube viewings of
the ‘Sorry You’re Not A Winner’ video (which
cost three grand to make including beer and
sandwiches) 160K myspace friends and a
myspace play count that has smashed the 7
million barrier and you have one of the most
important bands to come out of the UK this side
of the millennium.

Track listing as follow:

AUTUMN TOUR DATES not yet sold out

The Feast (demo) – Winner / Plan B B-side

OCTOBER

Kickin' Back On The Surface Of Your Cheek –
‘Anything...’ B-side

TUESDAY 23

MANCHESTER APOLLO *
EXTRA DATE

Keep It On Ice – ‘Anything...’ B-side

MONDAY 29

WOLVERHAMPTON CIVIC *
EXTRA DATE

Amidst all that, the band found time to write
and record a bunch of B-sides for various
singles. Had these tracks been written and
recorded in time, they almost certainly would
have found their way onto the album. But life
doesn’t work like that. Of course, these tracks
are all pretty much already out there in the
universe, but there’s still them folks who’s lives
have yet to be enriched by ‘em… so for them,
there’s this.

Sorry You’re Not A Winner (Zane Low BBC
Session)

Adieu (Routron 500 Remix) – NEW

Mothership (demo) – debut download only
single
Acid Nation - Johnny Sniper B-side
Enter Shikari (demo)- debut download
only single

WEDNESDAY 31 CARDIFF UNI
NOVEMBER
FRIDAY 02

BRIGHTON DOME

SATURDAY 03

PLYMOUTH PAVILLIONS

WEDNESDAY 07 LONDON –
ELECTRIC BALLROOM
www.entershikari.com

Gigs@The Windmill
Saturday 20th October 2007
DOORS 8pm ADM £5
AKOUSTIK ANARKHY 8th BIRTHDAY BASH!
The Loungs + Onlookers + The Woodsmen +
Roy Moller. DJs: Soft Priest, Young Will
Sunday 21st October 2007
DOORS 8pm ADM £3
Bearcub + Codes In The Clouds +
Pocus Whiteface
Monday 22nd October 2007
DOORS 7.30pm ADM £5
We vs Death + The Slow Life + Instruments
+ Chinwag
Thursday 1st November 2007
DOORS 8pm ADM £5 adv
How Does It Feel To Be Loved? presents:
The Brunettes + The School +
Wake The President + The Deirdres
Saturday 3rd November 2007
DOORS 8pm ADM £4 or £3 in fancy dress
Jlesh Munce
Screaming Tea Party + The Temperatures +
Vindicatrix + James III & The Puritan
DJs: Datashat's death disco

Sunday 11 November 2007
DOORS 5pm ADM £5
Champions of the World
Danny & The Champions of the World,
Petra Jean Phillipson, Morrison Steam Fayre,
Little Sister DJs: Health & Happiness
Wednesday 14th November 2007
DOORS 8pm ADM £4
Spoon Of Music presents:
William + What Will Be Left Of Them? +
Elfred & The Uber Peas + Lewser
Monday 19th November 2007
DOORS 8pm ADM £4 adv/£5 door
The Jezus Factory presents:
Sukilove + I Love Sarah + Paul Hawkins &
The Awkward Silences + The Beat Maras
Wednesday 21 November 2007
DOORS 8pm ADM £5
Sounds XP vs Lost Music - Two webzines battle
for musical supremacy! Spin it on....
The Sequins + The Laurel Collective + My Sad
Captains + International Jetsetters
Saturday 24th November 2007
DOORS 8pm ADM £6
Enon + Lord Barringtone + Ill Ease +
Cups On String

Thursday 8th November 2007
DOORS 8pm ADM £3 adv
The Epstein + Stanley + HillBilly & the Bonfire

Sunday 25th November 2007

Friday 9th November 2007
DOORS 8pm-2am ADM £5
Club Barringtone
Barringtone + Gramme + Maths Class + tbc
DJs: Beyond Fathomability, Barry Clor

Windmill Brixton, 22 Blenheim Gardens,
London SW2 5BZ
www.windmillbrixton.co.uk and
www.myspace.com/windmillbrixton

DOORS 7pm ADM £6
Enon + Ill Ease + La La Lepus + Miss Pain

Look See Proof
In their spare time they’re a plumber, a
student, a glazier and a gardener but most of
the time Look See Proof are creating the sort
of angular, choppy, vocally layered,
danceable music that people are fast finding
hard to ignore. With their third 7" ‘Casualty’
spending 2 months in the Club NME chart peaking at number 1 - and the video
receiving over 60 plays on MTV2, Look See
Proof are breaking into public consciousness
and follow up single ‘Local Hero’ is destined
to build on this success.
Hailing from Hertfordshire, Look See Proof
are brothers David and Lee Sells (lead vocals
& bass/ vocals & guitar respectively) along
with friends Jason Slender (guitar) and Jonny
Harry (vocals & drums).
2007 has so far seen them play Glastonbury,
Guilfest and Truck festivals as well as
supporting such luminaries as The Dykeenies,

Pigeon Detectives, Brakes and Ash not to
mention Johnny Borrell at his recent solo
show at the Proud Galleries in Camden. With
requests for gigs now coming from as far
afield as Paris, Milan and Moscow, LSP
continue to steadily grow their fanbase
through regular live shows wherever and
whenever they can. October sees them
embark on a 20 date UK tour with The
Twang, play Manchester’s In The City and
Amsterdam’s London Calling festival before
returning to the UK for dates in their own
right in support of the single release.
Look See Proof write music for young people
about everyday life. ‘Local Hero’ tells the
story of a man blinkered to the lies of a
cheating girlfriend who eventually, with the
help of his friends manages to turn his back
on the situation.
Local Hero is Look See Proof’s 4th single but
first release on CD with downloads through
ITunes and limited edition 7" .

By now hopefully the news has travelled
that Tiger Army’s newest album, ‘Music
From Regions Beyond’, is out. But for
those living in a cave with no internet or
radio reception, it still might be a surprise
that a group who seemed destined for
disbanding so many times has come back
stronger than ever. Erase any memories of
the Tiger Army of yore, for this is a new
and improved version that is sounding
better than ever before. The man who
kept it all together, Nick 13 proclaimed,
“I’m the most pleased with this album, it’s
my most favourite album we’ve done. I
think it’s the strongest collection of songs
I’ve written.”

tiger
army
never die

Now known for being a Los Angeles
psychobilly trio, the original Tiger Army
got their start elsewhere. Lead singer and
guitar leader Nick 13 remembers,
“Basically I grew up in Mendocino County
which is like 2 hours north of the bay, and
there was this small group of us that were
into punk rock and subculture, for lack of
a better description.” It was here in
Ukiah, California that he formed
friendships – most notably with Davey
Havok of AFI – that would wind up being
a huge asset in his musical career.
In fact, before there was fame and radio
station play, Tiger Army played their first
show opening for AFI at 924 Gilman
Street in Berkeley in 1996. At the time the
band didn’t even have a drummer yet and
had to borrow AFI’s drummer, Adam
Carson, for their set. “We all started
bands, we all played in each other’s
bands, we all played shows together and
then we all wound up moving to The Bay
at the same time and a lot of my closest
friends are those same friends from
Northern California.”

See, even Nick 13 says Northern
Californians are good folk. “The really
cool thing about my situation is that my
closest friends have done basically the
same thing and we all understand what
it’s like. We’re all kind of on the same
page all these years later.”
It’s a good thing Nick 13 had a support
group of friends because the lineup of
Tiger Army has been nothing to depend
on over the 10 years of the band’s
existence. Tim Armstrong signed the band
to his Hellcat Records label in 1999 based
on Nick 13’s writing and vision because
there was no lineup for Tiger Army at that
point. The first album was released later
that year, and the following year Nick 13
moved to LA to form the first true lineup.
Due to tragic events and amicable
partings over the years, today Tiger Army
is on the second bass player and third
drummer since they were signed.

reality. Not always in good ways.” He
goes on to explain, “People think of the
positive side, ‘Oh, it’s great you get to see
different things and play these shows,’
and the outside of it is positive but you’re
living out of a suitcase. You grow apart
from your friends sometimes, people who
don’t understand what your life’s like and
the fact that you’re just not home.” It
shows why being a musician and having
your own kind as friends and a support
group can be advantageous. “People’s
lives don’t just stop moving because
you’re not there and you’re off on tour.
Sometimes you grow apart from people.”

“Really there were a lot of times where I
almost had to start over from scratch with
the band, but I just did it because there
was nothing else I could do,” Nick 13
remembers. His courage in the music
world is commendable because it’s a
tough struggle to be the only guy to keep
a band alive. “It was that or give up on
everything. As long as there was a way
forward, even if it was a hard way
forward, I took it.”
The resilience of Nick 13 continues to
show even as recently as May when the
band was on a European tour. Nick 13
was eager to explain the cancellation of
two shows overseas due to what the
band’s Myspace page said was “an illness
in the band.”
“Basically after we left Germany I got a
throat infection. Throat infections are
weird because in the first day or so it just

seems like you’ve got a cold, but normally
a cold won’t stop you from playing, like
you can still sing with a cold.” He had to
go to the doctor – yes, in a foreign
country – and get checked out. “They put
me on antibiotics. It turned out I had a
tracheal infection and so we had to cancel
a show that night and the next night.”
Luckily after cancelling two shows there
was a week break before the next show.
“Everything ran its course and I was fine
after that.”
Good thing everything came up roses
because with a new album out there’s
quite a bit going on for Tiger Army. The
way Nick 13 puts it, there must have been
quite a few musicians in Ukiah back in the
day. “As we’ve sort of grown up it’s
turned out that a lot of us are in touring
bands and that’s been a really cool thing
for me in my life because the touring life
is so different from most people’s daily

One place that seems to have grown
apart from Tiger Army is their home radio
station Live 105. Weeks before the
rocking single ‘Forever Fades Away’
premiered on Live 105’s playlist – at a sad
number 19, at that – LA’s KROQ had the
single as their most requested song of the
day. Number one on Live 105’s list for
that week? Linkin Park. The Bay Area’s
priorities in music seem a little misplaced,
but nonetheless Nick 13 still loves us all
the same.
Asked about the fan base in LA versus
San Francisco he responded, “There’s a
strong following in both places. There are
more people into it in Los Angeles and
Orange County than there are in The Bay
and I think that’s because there are just
more people down here in general.”
There might be more people, but there’s
still love for Tiger Army up here. “The
people who are into are definitely into it
[in San Francisco], but population-wise it’s
a lot smaller.”
Tiger Army fans are an interesting crossbreed, just like the band, of rockabilly,

punk and everything else according to
Nick 13, “there’s a lot of diversity, but I
think everyone who listens to us definitely
has kind of their own thing going on, and
I think they’re passionate about things
they’re into.” They have turned their love
for Tiger Army into a lifestyle, though,
that shows in the number of fans on the
band’s Myspace that have the tiger-bat
logo or the band’s ‘never die’ mantra
tattooed on their bodies.
Ironically, Nick 13 had to admit that he
has neither the logo nor mantra tattooed
anywhere on himself. “I have a sort of a
version of it kind of on my upper back.
It’s part of my back-piece but it’s based
off the same idea, not exactly the tiger
army logo.” So it’s interesting that fans
have taken their perceived meaning of the
band and made it their own. It takes a
special breed of people to do that.
Nick 13 elaborates on those who listen to
Tiger Army saying, “I think their interests,
hobbies or the way they spend their time
is not exactly the same as 90 percent of
the population. They’re people who are
thinking for themselves, people who are
more interested in music and art. When I
say ‘art’ that could mean paintings to
literature or movies to tattoo or hot rods
or whatever.” What he’s talking about is
thinking for yourself and maintaining your
beliefs not matter what. It’s that ‘never
die’ attitude.
It’s that ‘never die’ attitude that got Nick
13 through things that would have
knocked down any lesser band. Why did
he never die? “I think it’s the fact that
there are other things that matter to me
but as far as… music … nothing ever
mattered to me as much as music did – at

least in the realm of something to do or
something to do with your life.” Spoken
like a true musician. So instead of backing
down he took fate by the balls and
pushed forward to find a new lineup and
put out a new record that’s better than
anything before it.
Unfortunately, Nick 13 looks back on the
last album, Tiger Army III: Ghost Tigers
Rise and thinks of things that could have
been better but he has learned from. “I
think in retrospect something that I forgot
to include was the really fast aggressive
stuff that’s been a part of our sound and a
part of the live show. I think by making
sure we included that this time, and by
continuing to be adventurous musically and
push things farther, we wound up with our
best record and our most diverse record.”
To get such a great product, ‘Music From
Regions Beyond’ was the first album that
isn’t self-produced by Nick 13. He
brought in producer Jerry Finn (AFI,
Morrissey, Rancid) to work with him on
producing the album. He recalls, “I’d
gotten to know Jerry recording on AFI’s
last album, December Underground,
because they had me in there over several
different days doing backup vocals. I was
off the road writing for ‘Music from
Regions Beyond’ at the time so I was
home a lot versus being gone on tour.”
As the story goes, AFI just couldn’t get
enough of Nick 13, “They kept having me
come back. I think I came back seven
days total for recording backup vocals on
that record and at the end of recording I
felt I knew Jerry as well as the engineer.”
When choosing someone to collaborate
with on an album, Nick 13 was very
careful on whom he wanted to trust his

project with. “I got a feel for what they
were like and how they worked and I
knew that we were compatible as people
because our outlooks on recording were
really similar.” Instead of just finding a
producer, Nick 13 also found a friend. He
continues, “Because we had a chance to
hang out quite a bit before we went in to
record, it was more like making a record
with a friend you know from home – our
sense of humour is really similar as well so
it wasn’t the weird transition that it could
have been in that situation. That was part
of the reason I wanted to work with him.
I don’t know that I would have felt
comfortable working with someone else.”
The end product is hard evidence that
experience, collaboration and endless
hours of work make ‘Music From Regions
Beyond’ the best album yet from Tiger
Army, but don’t expect a shocking new
sound. “As far as how it’s different and
how it’s the same – there’s always an
effort to keep touch with the roots of
where we’ve been while at the same time
doing new things on new record and
pushing things a little farther,” Nick 13
expressed. What it comes down to is this
new album is a little new, but mostly just
improved Tiger Army. “Each album has to
have some new musical or production
element, just something different from
the previous records, otherwise there’s no
reason to make a new record.”
A complete lineup, the best album yet,
headlining Warped Tour – it seems like
nothing could be better for Nick 13 and
Tiger Army. “It’s pretty good,” he admits,
“I’m definitely, like, a pessimist.” Nothing
he has said so far has sounded that
pessimistic, and when touching on his
personal life it doesn’t seem that bad

either. “I’m waiting for the other shoe to
drop, but for a change I have other plans.
My personal life is pretty cool right now.”
Maybe that’s why he seems to be in such
a good mood – ‘pretty cool’ is usually boytalk for ‘have a sweet significant other.’
In any case, there’s a lot for Nick 13 to
look forward to right now with Tiger
Army always making improvements.
“That’s always my goal. I think if I were
to reach the point where I felt like I’ve
made the best record I could possibly
make and I writing songs for another
record, and I disliked them that I would
just stop making records.” He quickly
realizes that would mean giving up a big

part of music and adds, “But I’d still want
to play live.” Good thinking, that’s the
best part anyhow.
Even through all the lineups and drama of
the music industry Nick 13 has prevailed
in keeping Tiger Army alive and better
than ever. Looking forward, there is only
room for continuing improvements. “I
don’t ever want to put out a record that I
think is not worth people’s time and not
worth people’s attention because it’s not
that good. I’d rather just not put out a
record. But luckily for me I really like all
our records, and this one is, by far, my
favourite and the one I’m most proud of.”

The Human Value’s cavorting, sultry and
menacing singer Turu met the band’s
guitarist/bassist Hiram Fleites on what she
describes as a “red eye flight from New York
to Los Angeles.” But as Turu reveals,
it wasn’t just musical tastes that got the pair
talking. “We got sat next to each other.
I looked over and said ‘well, you’re the
cutest thing ever I’ve seen!’ and then we
got chatting”.
That was back in 1999 when the two were
“just kids” and now, eight years down the
line, they are still a couple. However, The
Human Value didn’t form as quickly as their
personal relationship. It wasn’t until the
disintegration of Hiram’s old band in 2005
that Turu turned round and said “hey, you
wanna form a band?”

the human
value
manic pop thrills

And so they did, but they decided very early
on that LA was not the only place for The
Human Value to make it’s music. “We don’t
want to live in a bubble” explains Turu.
“We could have said ‘oh yeah, we are
gonna be the next big thing in LA’. But no.
We thought let’s be the next big thing in
the world!! How are we going to do this by
staying at home? You’ve got to get away
from your safety zone.”
So, to kick things off Tutu and Hiram decided
they needed to get some ideas onto tape, so
they did what all good American bands do
when they want to record and album – they
headed straight for Nashville. “We kept
eating right next door to Be your Own Pet,”
recalls Turu, which can’t be bad really. If only
we poor FUSE people could fritter away our
lunch breaks stuffing down sarnies next to
our favourite bands!
At this time The Human Value weren’t even
signed but got more than a few surprises
while they were holed up in Nashville
studios, and it wasn’t just record labels
knocking on the door.

“The studio was in the basement of this old
building, right in the middle of the road
where all the music industry has their offices
in Nashville, and it turned out to be
haunted” shivers Turu. “We had to do our
recording after hours as there were offices up
above, so we started at about 9 or 10 at
night and worked until breakfast time. The
top two or three floors were ordinary offices
by day but at the dead of night after
everyone had gone we could still hear feet
moving around upstairs!” Turu and Hiram
got so spooked out they even brought a dog
along, but “he just got freaked out and
pissed all over the studio” laughs Turu.
Despite all these spooky distractions, the
album ‘Give Me’ was released at the end of
2006, showcasing Turu’s unique dark-alley
vocal stylings and the band’s fondness for the
kind of UK new wave sounds that make you
forget they are American. This transatlantic
raw sound hit the ears of the UK music press,
where most of the interest came from.

“When the first record came out we actually
got loads of positive press in England”
explains Hiram. “We've never had any
attention at all in the US. There was one LA
radio station that loved the record so we
started playing at their Viper Room nights.
But we realised that LA is just a small bubble,
we needed to reach the whole world, so we
said ‘we are going to London’!”
When they arrived in the UK after the release
of ‘Give Me’ they didn’t know anyone and
were essentially a self-starting band. But
despite this, they managed to get 40-odd
gigs and made quite an impression. “We took
out the power at a gig in Kilburn” recalls
Hiram.“It was one of our first London shows,
we turned up and all our pedals and gear had
US power plugs. Although we had an adaptor
that worked a couple of nights before, when
we set up at this gig we blew all the lights
and the DJ booth. After four attempts we just
went right ahead and played acoustic!"
“Then after that night, I got in the van and
crashed it...” adds Turu.

So, with a growing fan base behind them,
the band once more returned to LA to record
their second album ‘Push and Pull’, which has
received rave reviews – including one in this
very issue of FUSE!
“We recorded it at this great collective hub
of recording studios in a quite dodgy area of
LA” explains Hiram. “We were in the main
studio but there’s like two or three other
studios where loads of great bands were
recording too – Jesus and Mary Chain,
Peaches and Will Rheus”.
But now, The Human Value have once more
deserted the warm Californian sunshine and
returned to the UK. Who needs sunshine
when you can tour across the UK’s rain
sodden, windswept flood plains eh! These
guys must be mad to leave the California for
a UK winter, but of course we all love bands
who are gluttons for punishment don’t we?
So, show them your appreciation by catching
them on the road and checking out ‘Push
and Pull’. With thanks to Artrocker for quotes.
www.myspace.com/thehumanvalue
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What’s being in a rock n roll band all about in
2007? For many young bands it seems it’s
something to do in the evening before you
leave home, go to Uni and ‘settle down’. For
others, it’s a muso-technical look how clever
we are thing, for some it’s life and death. For
five guys from London town rock n roll is their
lifeblood, their DNA and is everything they
hold dear. Tired of polite, modest boy-nextdoor bands, pseudo-arrogance and mildmannered music. Meet The Light Brigade, big
noise boys with bad, bad attitude.
So what and why are The Light Brigade?
Guitarist Simon unfolds the story behind the
name. “I saw the 60’s film ‘The Charge of the
Light Brigade’ starring David Hemmings.
Nothing is cooler than leading a doomed
cavalry charge while dressed in 19th century
finery.” So are this band on a one-way mission
to self-destruction? Not if bassist Peter and
drummer Adam have their way. “Light Brigade
music sounds like Billy Corgan shagging Bryan
Ferry in a phone box in Putney!”

All about death or glory

the light brigade

“I tell girls we sound like The Strokes and
Kings of Leon” adds Adam. If such bold claims
weren’t enough the boys own descriptions of
their song-writing influences are even more
diverse, “spending time by the sea”, “the
occult and mysticism in general, “the
subculture that is Cyberpunk and the film
‘2001: A Space Odyssey’ and even Def
Leppard’s album ‘Hysteria’ and Weezer’s ‘Only
in Dreams.’ Guitarist Lauchlan was more
matter-of-fact describing his writing influences
as being born of dissatisfaction.
The current batch of CD’s in The Light Brigade
tour van stretches the band’s tastes from the
ultra cool to the uber-camp. Get this lot;
Chromeo and Foals, a lot of Billy Idol and
‘Bette Davis Eyes’ by Kim Carne. Radiohead’s
new album ‘In Rainbows.’

“Yeah, we are the best parts of those bands
rolled in one massive pie” explained Peter.
So among all this madness, why should
people love The Light Brigade? The band
were typical forthright in their estimations! In
Simon’s words “we’ve got the aesthetic and
the sound.” According to Peter, “they won’t
be able to help themselves!” Petrol head
Adam said “it’s music to drive fast to.” Rory
however considered it to be “because we
value great songwriting.” Nice...

Or Kings of Leon’s ‘Because of the Times’ is
the best album in a while in Adam’s
estimation, who also adds “Little Death from
London and Cat The Dog from Brighton are
two excellent new bands.”
So, given all these slivers of musical evidence,
is the world ready for The Light Brigade we
wonder? Pete laughs, “It better be, because
we’re coming.” Adam put it more bluntly
“your girlfriend was last night! Ha.”
In Pete’s mind experiencing The Light Brigade
for the first time will reinforce the view that
rock n roll is still sexy among all the clutter,
congestion and blandness. “And that Pete is
very sexy. He looks like Tim Henman if he’d
won more matches” smirks Adam ever ready
with a sharp one-liner.
Much to our delight here at FUSE, when we
got the band’s fine EP through last month
they listed some of our own favourite bands

among their influences. Pixies, Smashing
Pumpkins, The Jesus and Mary Chain and
more. Seminal stuff. Simon told us how they
first developed such rich tastes. “I found the
Smashing Pumpkin’s album ‘Machina: The
Machines of God’ in a phone booth in
Putney. I took it home and listened to it and
have loved it ever since. Billy Corgan’s
songwriting, arranging and guitar playing are
inspirational. I first discovered the JAMC
when I was listening to the Pixies cover their
song ‘Head On’. I stole a copy of
Psychocandy and played it over and over. I
loved the vibe of the JAMC – disenchanted
teens wearing black and singing ‘Never
Understand’. Perfect rock and roll.”
“I went to a Smashing Pumpkins concert
when I was a little kid and got hooked. I
covered their song ‘Today’ in my first band
when I was 12. JAMC rehearse next to us in
our studio in Shepherd’s Bush” added Adam.

So let’s see what the rest of 2007 and next
year brings for these attitude laced, but totally
likeable rock n roll mavericks. Adam was quite
clear on his expectations, “I hope to become
the London amateur kick-boxing champion
for the second year in a row. Johnny Borrel,
you’re going down, you arrogant sh*t. And
Peter, don’t mess with me or you’re dead!”
“I hope I make it through alive.” quipped
Peter in reply.

So, what’s the way ahead for our Londonboys, who are big city based and proud of it?
“What’s there to do in Sheffield? Or any
mining or industrial town for that matter. It’s
cooler here” said Adam firmly. “Yup” says
Peter, “London’s the place to be.”
“Oh, we’ve recorded three new songs which
are up on myspace.com/lightbrigademusic and
they’ll melt your mind. There’s more to come
in December.“
Last word then from Mr Modesty himself.
“The new songs with make you wish you
were in The Light Brigade. We sound fuller
and darker than other bands in London at the
moment. Also Rory’s the best singer in
London. And I can out-drum everyone in
London, aside from Mike, the drummer in
Blondelle. He’s the best drummer in London.
I’m the second best.” Thanks Adam!! Like we
said, you’re either rock n roll or not. The Light
Brigade sure as hell are.

Up the hill backwards with

brandon
steep

Somewhere deep in the heart of the city of
Hereford lurk Brandon Steep. Quite the
cutest, quirkiest indie-pop band you almost
ever did see. Crunching through leaves on
a similar musical country lane to Mystery
Jets, Plans & Apologies or even the late,
lamented Larriken Love, these boys are
English pop charm in bales.
Glen and Luke pick up the reins to explain
who, what and why are Brandon Steep?
“Well it’s actually the name of a street in
Bristol, and believe it or not… it’s very
steep! JP and his friend were walking up it
one day and decided it was a good name
for a band… and that’s about where the
tale ends really! And as it’s quite a different
name, we’ve never had the urge or need to
change it.”
Songs, melodies and harmonies are king for
Brandon Steep driven from a diverse set of
starting points. “We all have quite varied
influences” explains Glen. “I think that’s
the main factor to why we sound fairly
unique. We all love certain bands we grew
up with like Radiohead etc, but there are
various older bands like the Beach Boys and
The Beatles that rub off on our music in
different ways. When we write our songs,
we never say we want it to sound like a
particular band or song, the mission is to
always sound like no one else, and to
develop our own sound.
As for ‘what inspires’, you only have to
listen to some of the lyrics to find out that
it could be anything from JP’s encounters
in everyday life, to Luke’s metaphoric love
ramblings! Anything that’s worth writing
about!”
“Personally I’m listening to a lot of new
music right now” continues Glen.

“Bands like The Wombats, Mumm-Ra and
the Pigeon Detectives all get me up for a
night out! Lovin Joe Lean and the Jing Jang
Jong too!”
“I’m into my electro stuff at the mo,
‘Goose’ are ace. Also like The Maccabees
and Jamie T, stuff like that” adds Luke.
Hereford is not normally a corner of
England associated with great cutting edge
music, but lift the lid and like anywhere
else in the UK it’s a positive cauldron of
bubblings sounds. “It’s grown so much
over the last few years. When we first
started out, there was about one band
night a week, and about 4 bands, that was
it! A few years down the line, there’s
various venues competing for the punters
and so many bands, loads of which are
really great! We’ve got big hopes for bands
like Pencil Toes, Magic Socks and the
Anomalies. Bands in Hereford seem to be
wanting to do there own thing, and not
sound like other bands out there, which I
think is great. There’s also some great
acoustic/folk kinda stuff coming out of
Hereford too, look out for Gossamer
Albatross and Moonbow. Both are just
quality acts.”
Of course, it will be all too easy to lump
Brandon Steep into a cosy quirky Brit-Pop
bag, Glen however is quite happy with that
idea. “That’s completely fair, and we even
say so our selves. There’s no shame in
writing good pop music, but we hope our
quirky, clever edge to our songs stands out,
in a good way.” So is the rest of the world
is ready for it? Luke is convinced. “Yeah of
course, our songs are direct and lovable, so
if you like your music fresh and straight to
the point then I think you’re ready for us!”

“There’s no shame in
writing good pop music,
but we hope our quirky,
clever edge to our songs
stands out, in a good way.”

The presence of two frontmen in the band
offers a whole new dimension to the Brandon
Steep live show and certainly takes them
away from the standard Brit-Pop quartet.
“Not a lot of bands are doing the two front
men business at the mo. It’s something that’s
always felt right for us, and I think it sets us
apart from others. It’s good to have variety.
And when we get round to making an
album, I think It’ll help add diversity to it,
with different vocals and slightly different
song styles.”
“If we can just help people have a good time
then I think our job is done! Whether it’s
dancing like an idiot at a gig, or just enjoying
one of our CDs.”
Brandon Steep are fresh, and intriguing
antidote to the grime and grunge that seems

almost to dominate the live and unsigned
scenes sometimes. Glen and Luke agree.
“Our songs are direct and lovable, so if you
like your music fresh and straight to the point
then I think you’re ready for us!”
“Hopefully people will love us for the songs!
Cos that’s what it’s all about. Also we’re
bloody nice fellows! Not trying to take on the
world… just trying to have a good time.
“Also we’re just releasing our debut single
‘HMF’, which we hope will do well, and help
set us up for a good 2008, which will be here
before we know it! If people haven’t seen us
live then do your very best to come and see
us! ..oh.. and go buy the single! You know
you want to!
www.myspace.com/brandonsteep

pictures
burnt

In the latest in our ongoing series of Q & A’s with hot new talent, Tash Jones talks to bone
crunching Bristol rockers Pictures Burnt about their hopes and fears.
Hey guys, how's everything going?
Yea, good thanks.
So who are your biggest influences? Individual and group?
Blink 182, New Found Glory and the local bands we used to watch at the time all got
us wanting to play music together. These days when we write new stuff we take more
influence from bands like Finch, Funeral for a Friend and Breaking Benjamin, to name
just a few.
What about your favourite song to perform live?
We haven’t really got a favourite song, to be honest we’re really enjoying playing all our
new material because it’s new and exciting.
What do you think of the current UK scene? Any good bands?
We’ve played with loads of good bands from around the UK. We’re loving Left Side Brain
and Captain Everything at the moment!!
What have you got lined up for the rest of this year?
We’ll be gigging as much as we can, recording a new single and working on the new
material for the 7 track album we'll be recording next year.
If you could tour up and down the country with any other band, who would you pick?
Anyone really as long as they’re as enthusiastic as us and they love both a good laugh and
an early morning motorway service station fry up!
And, what one venue would you want to play in?
It’d be amazing to play the London Astoria, but we’d really love to play the first pub we ever
gigged at called the Kings Arms. We used to put shows on in the back room when we first
started, those nights were awesome, rammed full of people and everyone had a good time!
Unfortunately they stopped allowing bands to play there. It’d be great to go back and play
there one last time.
What would you all like to be when you’re older?
We’d like to have success with the band but on the personal side of things Ryan’s hoping to
take his clothing company to the next level and Dan and AJ are just waiting for that to
happen to get new jobs!!
Lastly, describe the band's future in three words.
That's a tough one ... hopefully, “bigger, better and louder!!”

www.myspace.com/picturesburnt

after the
frost
After The Frost are a brand new Buckinghamshire band who are currently holed up
sharpening their bunch of songs ready to unleash them on unsuspecting live audiences very
soon. Tash Jones gets an early warning...
Hey guys, how’s everything going for After the Frost?
Good thanks. Now the holidays have practically ended we’re going to be knuckling down to
some writing next week and hopefully have a whole set nailed before December. Hopefully
we’ll have a vocalist by then but if not we’ll just have to manage ourselves.
So who are your biggest influences? Individual and group?
My personal influences range from Iron Maiden to Gwen Stefani really but at the moment
I’d say Dir en grey, Nevermore, Iron Maiden and In Flames. Russel is influenced by a lot of
progressive stuff like Tool, Genesis, Pink Floyd and Porcupine Tree but also solo guitarists such
as Stevie Ray Vaughan, Steve Vai etc and Simon is influenced more by acts like System of a
Down, Avenged Sevenfold, Nirvana and Korn.
And, what about your favourite song to perform live?
Haha, as we’ve not yet performed live I couldn’t possibly say.
What do you think of the current UK scene? Any good bands?
If there are, they’re probably not getting the recognition they deserve as magazines seem to
be spending all their time hyping up bands like Enter Shikari and Bring Me the Horizon whilst
no-one else gets a look in because they haven’t whored the shit out of their myspace page.
There are some bands from my area (Buckinghamshire area) I like very much though,
Andensum, First Signs of Frost etc.
What have you got lined up for the rest of this year?
Hopefully we'll get a set nailed and perform a debut gig in the presence of our good friends
and some ace local bands.
If you could tour up and down the country with any other band, who would you pick?
I don’t know about the others, but my choice would be Maiden hands down.
Iron Maiden are boss.
And, what one venue would you want to play in?
Wacken Open Air main stage in Germany for me. Incredible place. Really friendly and the
‘heavy metal Mecca’.
What would you all like to be when you’re older?
Hopefully doing something related to this band! Failing that, wouldn’t mind studying
Journalism.
Lastly, describe the band’s future in three words...
Who really knows?
www.myspace.com/afterthefrostband
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Here’s this months selection of CD and
download sounds for you to wrap your
eager ears around.
BAT FOR LASHES – FUR AND GOLD – album out now www.batforlashes.co.uk

RECORD

of the

MONTH

Natasha Khan is a creative genius. She is the driving force behind ‘Fur and Gold’ a
shimmering, sensuous, twisted journey through centuries of music and
experimentation. There’s the electronic sex-magic of Bjork, the wry observations of
Middle-Ages troubadours, the angst of traveller-culture and the daring, genre defying
haunting beauty of This Mortal Coil or the Cocteaus.

Actually, adjectives and lyrical eulogising are irrelevant. ‘Fur and Gold’ is simply
stunningly gorgeous. The dark, twisted electronica and driving percussion of album
opener ‘Horse and I’ is a dreamy, driving sunburst born of weird dreams and sheer
invention. The disturbing bass somersaults of live-favourite ‘Trophy’ is pure poetry
set to a Massive Attack soundscape from the ‘Mezzanine’ era. Natasha’s voice
conjures memories of a spine-tingling anglicised, almost madrigal Bjork. The
Icelandic sorceress is also a huge fan.
Castles, forests and England’s rolling green hills provide a visual backdrop to the
delicate, shape-shifting ‘Tahiti’. Rolling piano arpeggios and the sultry restraint of
Natasha’s ice-maiden voice will cause you pain. The absolute perfection of Bat For
Lashes will have your stomach in knots. The booming drums and vocal sighs of
‘What’s A Girl To Do?’ is a crushingly sorrowful story of the emptiness of a
relationship that lingers without fire, love or passion.
‘Fur and Gold’ is woven layers of the finest threads which shimmer incandescently,
warming and comforting, but dangerous, dark and engulfing too. The desperate
piano and voice lament of ‘Sad Eyes’ will melt the iciest heart, and turn the
sharpest blades. But this is no aerie-faerie nonsense. It’s not the work of a
dungeons and dragons obsessed mystic or a soundtrack to Elves and Hobbits. ‘Fur
and Gold’ sounds too fresh and contemporary for that. Natasha Khan possesses the
same uncanny knack of turning unusual melodies, instruments and precious,
floating vocals into magic as Bjork, the same sense of uber-trendy rhythms bent
around mind-bending song structures.
The all-transcending shimmers of ‘The Wizard’ and ‘Prescilla’ owe as much to the
experimentation of the Cocteau’s Liz Fraser as they do to the Scandinavian one.
But there’s a warped, twisted backhander buried in the soul of this album. It’s lush
and inviting, but they are siren-songs, whispering and begging you near. Bat For
Lashes want to love you as they kill you calmly and quietly. You’re shaking in the
bat’s mouth.
‘Fur and Gold’ beggars belief, defies description, scales new heights. Fragile and
fluid, wicked and wondrous. If anyone out there can listen to ‘Seal Jubilee’ from
start to finish without a shiver up their spine then you must be soul-less. It’s
impossible not to be affected by ‘Fur and Gold’.
Light a single candle and turn out all the lights. Watch the shadows flicker and
dance, the forming shapes scare you and delight you. You’re transfixed, what will
the shadows do next. The slightest breath of air changes everything and you’re in
a new, unknown place. That’s ‘Fur and Gold’. Record of the Month for sure,
maybe Record of the Year too. Awe inspiring.
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FIGHTSTAR –
ONE DAY SON, THIS WILL ALL BE YOURS
ALBUM available now
www.myspace.com/fightstar
Fightstar started in 2003 after a jam session during a
party, although Charlie Simpson still carried on with
Busted until 2005. They released their first album
Grand Unification to great reviews, and started
working on their follow up in 2006. The problem was,
their old label wanted them to go down a more
pop/commercial route, and as bassist Dan Haigh says
“That was the last thing we ever wanted to do.
Having fought such a long battle to be viewed as a
band in our own right, can you imagine how it felt to
be told to go in a more pop direction? Did they really
want us to go through that war again?” Fightstar had
fought a long battle for credibility due to Charlie’s past
connections with Busted, and no way were they
going to waste all that hard work by turning into
another pop rock band.

INFERNO – THE SUICIDE PACT
EP available now
www.myspace.com/inferno
These guys are a hard rocking three piece from
Holyhead in Wales. They are a young band, but with
old (metal) heads on their shoulders and sound like
they’ve been doing this for ages, although they’ve
only actually been together for four years. They have
made a name for themselves with their live
performances, both in the UK and Europe
This is a six track EP which was recorded during a five
week stint at the Bryn Derwyn Studios in March and
April this year. The excellent singing talent of Joe
Harvey gives the vocals an almost retro Lemmy-like
feel, and the exceedingly tight songs driven by Joe’s
bass, Liam’s fast guitarwork and Jay’s drumming

have plenty of relentless power, but with enough
time and mood changes to add depth and quality to
the tunes. Their influences include Mastodon,
Metallica, QOTSA etc, but there are also hints of old
school metal bands such as Maiden and Priest.
Most unsigned rock bands who release CDs tend to
throw in a ballad or two to “add depth”. Inferno don’t
do that on this EP – The EP kicks off with ‘EL Toro’,
with a fast drum intro setting the scene for the whole
track. Each of the six songs follows the same excellent
format, with a full throttle rhythm overlaid with
sublime riffs, soaring guitar solos, and all held together
by raw and emotional vocals.
Buy this EP or catch them live at their next gig – you
won’t be disappointed. Neil D

Instead, they stuck two fingers up at their label
and left to join the new Gut Records,
where they were allowed to follow their
own musical direction. This process
was helped by Matt Wallace, who is
well known for producing Faith No
More’s sublime Angel Dust album.
The new album shows their growing
maturity in the way that the songs are
composed, but using the same formula
as their previous work with melodic
verses and soaring powerful choruses.
Some tracks, like ‘99’ and “I Am The
Message’, are fairly light and radio friendly
and will appeal to fans of bands like Fall
Out Boy and 30 Seconds to Mars, whereas
‘Floods’ is very Muse like with its
powerful moments interjected with
melodic piano pieces. In fact the whole
album seems to have loads of different
musical influences, with a mixture of
progressive, emo, and hardcore
thrown together to great effect.

Some of the guitarwork is fairly brutal, for example the
opening of ‘Deathcar’, but most of the album is less
intense with a mellow but dark and heavy feel to it. As
Simpson says “That blend of aggression and
tenderness is the most important thing to us. If anyone
asks what Fightstar is all about, then it’s that”
To sum up then, a good solid second album from
Fightstar, with excellent melody and musicianship.
There is enough here to keep you listening time and
time again. Fightstar have drawn a line in the sand
with this album, and if they keep producing music of
this quality then they will be around for a very long
time – Neil D
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JUST SURRENDER – IF THESE STREETS COULD TALK – album available now
www.myspace.com/justsurrender
Just Surrender are a four piece from New York. Three of them were friends at high school - Jason
Maffucci on bass and vocals, Andrew Meunier on guitar, and drummer Steve Miller. They decided
they needed another guitarist, so they recruited a fourth member Dan Simons and called
themselves A Second Chance. In 2003 they recorded a four track EP in Nada Studios with Producer
John Naclerio (My Chemical Romance, Brand New ) who realised straight away that these guys had
something, with their energetic take on the burgeoning pop/emo/punk scene. In fact, within a
short time over 400,000 people had listened to their songs online.
They soon started touring regularly as support for more established bands such as Hawthorn
Heights, Autopilot Off, and Bayside, and built up a solid and enthusiastic fanbase, including
Nacleiro who signed the boys on to his very own label – Broken English Records. They changed
their name to Just Surrender and recorded this, their debut album, in Nada Studios in 2005 (in
the UK the album is distributed by Scylla Records). The album is a good mixture of flat-out
harmonic emo-pop anthems such as ‘Tell Me Everything’ and slower songs like the melodic ‘Is
There No Truth In Beauty’ (which is guaranteed to get the lighters and mobiles high in the air
during their gigs).
It would be easy to criticise Just Surrender for jumping on the emo/punk bandwagon and
following such bands as MCR and Taking Back Sunday, but with their multi- vocalist soaring
harmonies and excellent songwriting they bring something extra to the genre.
Andrew Meunier has since left the band and has been replaced by axeman and vocalist Alex
Haycroft. They have just released a second album called ‘We’re In Like Sin’. They were meant to
be touring the UK as support to Hit The Lights, but unfortunately the tour has been cancelled so
fans of the band will have to wait a bit longer to see their heroes. Neil D

WISHLIST – FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION
Album out now – www.myspace.com/wishlistrock

BRANDON STEEP – HMF/I AM THE PAWN
Single out now – www.myspace.com/brandonsteep

Despite the fact that Wishlist can't seem to hold onto a vocalist for
more than five minutes, this is still an awesome album from the
Plymouth based band. The thirteen tracks meander from hardcore
through to prog and back again, with a multitude of time changes
thrown in for good measure.

Hereford’s pop likely lads come up smelling of roses here
with two slabs of bright, breezy, effortless English pop.
Or is it? It’s all to easy to lump this engaging quintet into
a quirky Brit-pop box, but the reality is maybe more
complex. Sure, the ingredients are all there. Needle-sharp
guitar riffs with ‘made by Rickenbacker’ stamped all over
them, chirpy, laddish vocals, choppy melodies and
harmonies. That’s where we need to stop and just take a
deep breath of country air. Let’s take another look at
those harmonies. Lead track ‘HMF’ kicks of with some
shuddering SFX and an almighty guitar riff that flows
freely into an up beat pop tune with a massive chorus
and all those lush layered vocal harmonies which really
speak more of the American West Coast than they do of
cheeky old London Town.

The CD launches into an aural assault with the first track ‘Beneath
Contempt’, with screamed vocals layered over stonking great riffs.
Tracks like ‘Being The Bigger Man’ and ‘Rules Of Life’ bring in a
slightly more subdued sound, with powerful choruses and more
melodic vocals during the quiet sections.
‘The Re-opening Of Old Wounds’ shows how versatile this band is,
ending with a great Spanish guitar style melody!
The heaviest track is probably ‘Lullaby’ - this kicks off with some
decidedly unnerving vocals, before a slow and low bassline leads
into some monster riffs reminiscent of hardcore like the Deftones.
‘Dead From The Neck Up And The Waist Down’ is the slowest track
on the album, which bring a brief respite before taking your head
off with ‘The Enemies Of Our Enemies Are Not Our Allies.’ The last
track on the album is ‘Ashes Of A Phoenix’, which rapidly switches
between prog and hardcore – slow tinkly bits interjected with
monumental riffs. There’s even a bonus track hidden within this one.
An excellent album for those who are seeking a more intelligent kind
of metal. Neil D

‘I Am The Pawn’ perhaps steps into more early Blur
territory than ‘HMF’ bit with less 60s and more bite. The
ironic, nod and a wink vocals are there but there’s just
such a fabulous wit about the lyrics and indeed the whole
song package with these boys you can’t help but love ‘em.
Paid up members of The Village Green Preservation
Society for sure, but in these claustrophobic post-hardcore
times, Brandon Steep are going to wide open spaces.
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THE PATTY WINTERS SHOW – ‘YOU ARE WRONG’
Single out 29 October 2007
www.myspace.com/thepattywintersshow
PANIC OFFICE – ‘GHOST MUSIC’
Album out now – www.myspace.com/panicofficial

PUCK – BEYOND REASON EP out now
www.myspace.com/puck
Puck are a revelation. Most female-fronted bands tend to end up in the over crowded goth metal
genre (with Arch Enemy as a notable exception) but Puck have gone off at a tangent and set their
feet firmly in hard rock.
With front-woman Amy Lee’s powerful vocals, fantastic guitars from Fred Abbott and Lee Barker, and
a driving rhythm section consisting of bassist Si and drummer Aidan Bucceri, Puck have produced an
astonishingly good seven song EP. Unbelievably, they formed just over a year ago, but play like
they’ve been together for years. The band is extremely tight and the song writing superb, full of gritty
verses and soaring majestic choruses interjected with full-on riffs and balls-out solos.

Panic Office are a five-piece from Somerset whose short history
began in March 2005 and has only recently settled into a stable lineup, but the boys are now bonded such an extent they’ve got some
rather nifty recordings out both on a CD and in Planet MySpace.
‘Ghost Music’ is a ten-tracker of startling intensity. Boy do these
guys know how to brood. From the stifling beginnings of ‘Growing
Sirens’ and ‘Ten8’ each track is a cauldron of sound battling to stop
itself boiling over. Control is what Panic Office is all about. Tense,
tight head-melting guitar riffs and solos and those angst-fuelled but
tightly reined in vocals. But as the slower ‘No Spirit’ demonstrates
there’s a great depth to ‘Ghost Music’.

They are currently in the studio recording new songs for their next release.

Actually, that’s a perfect description. There is an intangible almost
ethereal quality to the complex, swirling songs glued together with
those taut vocals and slashes of crushing rifferama. The album closes
with the short ‘Instant Removal’, an epic intro of almost church
organ proportions, huge yet disturbing which twists and turns into
the labrynth of chiming delayed guitars that is ‘They Were Silent’.
What happens next is astonishing, a hybrid of chugging, power
chords and a swirling 70s prog-rock style keyboard doodle.

Puck deserve to go far, and it would be a crime against music if they don’t get snapped up by one of
the major labels. Neil D

Intensity and tension are the order of the day, When Emerson, Lake
and Palmer met Radiohead, they did so in the Panic Office.

The EP kicks off with ‘All that You Are’, an anthemic stomper of a song full of stop/start riffs and
powerful lyrics, and continues the theme with ‘Masquerade’ before slowing things down with the epic
‘Michael’. The next few songs pick the pace up before slowing down a bit and finishing off with the
radio friendly ‘No Tonight.’

The Patty Winters Show come from some strange places.
Art-rock meets Franz meets Kim Deal meets The
Wedding Present. Ok, not Kim Deal just because the
band have a female bassist, more in terms of the slightly
fractured harmonies she underpinned many of Pixies
finest moments with. Similar harmony style going on
here laid gently behind frenetic, chiming Wedding
Present guitar styles and some Orange Juice vocals too.
‘You Are Wrong’ has so much buzzing around it this
review could be filled with namechecks and soundbites.
But let’s get down amongst it. Aside from the fact the
promo CD we have sounds like it was mastered in a
cardboard box, we rather like The Patty Winters Show.
This is no first time easy listen though. After play one it
felt quite annoying, after play two it got clever, after
many subsequent plays it got good.
Those more experimental, arty types out there will recall
the seminal American genre definers that were Sonic
Youth, who produced some of America’s finest pop
buried beneath some unfortunately self-indulgant auto
destruct SFX. Now, take away the FX pedals and image
Sonic Youth were English and just maybe you’ll hear a
harmony in your head that sounds a little like The Patty
Winters Show.
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BRITISH STANDARD ‘SCOUNDREL’
EP available now – www.myspace.com/britishstandard
British Standard are a three-piece dirty, lowdown indie rock n
roll band are currently on the road around London and their
native South East shouting and singing about ‘Scoundrel’ to
anyone who’ll listen.
In truth British Standard have a rather fetching streak of
decidedly un-British americana about their sound. A little
shake of Sub-Pop, a twist of Pearl Jam and the plate loaded
with classic British indie. From the soon to be a single title
track of ‘Scoundrel’, with it’s balls to the wall scorched riffs
and vocals, to the heavy-duty swagger of, well, ‘Swagger’.
But its not all about making as muck of a racket as possible.
The more reflective ‘Sittin’ In By Himself’ shows depth and
diversity while the hard-hitting but restrained hooks of ‘Fake’
rock in a different place altogether. To define British Standard
is more difficult than it may at first seem. Initial instincts are
to hear that Brit-rock indie sound, but British Standard are
well soaked in Jack Daniels too.
FORTUNE DRIVE ‘A MODERN QUESTION’
Album available now – www.myspace.com/fortunedrive
Blimey, this is a hot one. You know when you buy a record every so often that you put on for
the first time and it just feels comfortable straight away. Like your favourite jeans or battered
Converse, they feel so good and always did. Fortune Drive are like that too. This Bristol band are
hot news, just coming to the end of a headline tour and appearing at all the best festivals this
Summer. Passion, honesty and ass-kicking indie rock n roll will take you a long way.
In the words of Fortune Drive, “this albums about us and we’re about rock n roll, it really is that
simple.” In today’s terms this is a a band whose lifelong quest is to find the perfect rock n roll
song and they come as close as anyone to finding it. Born from a 90s tradition of the inch
perfect rock songs delivered by Oasis or the soaring passion and sheer excitement of Mansun,
Fortune Drive are an outstanding prospect.
‘A Modern Question’ delivers 11 heroic songs which pump neat adrenaline through the veins
and make hearts burst through ribcages. Exhilarating is not a big enough word. So back to this
quest for the perfect rock n roll song, have Fortune Drive found it? Well... if they haven’t, they
came damn close. If ‘Roses’ and ‘Recent Advance Vol 2’ aren’t the damndest rock n roll you’ve
heard in a while...
But minor classics keep coming. ‘To The Rye’ is astonishingly powerful and the single ‘Girls In
Stripes’ is a jerky, big hitter with a riff that will throw you against the wall as soon as look at
you. But thinking more about the opening shot – yes, this is a comfortable, accessible record first
time you hear it – that is only because the songs are absolute rock n roll masterpieces.
Whats the catch? There’s a danger of Fortune Drive being in the wrong place at the wrong
time. Skinny jeaned, catchy, pseudo-sassy pop dominates and chokes the mainstream airwaves,
which may just squeeze out this gem. Really hope not ‘cos this is a scorcher.

TOUPÉ – ‘CHAT!’
Album available now –
www.myspace.com/toupe
‘Chat!’ is Toupé’s third album in their near seven
year lifespan. It’s a hair-raising blend of the
burlesque, bizarre and downright baroque.
A heady, absorbing collection of rock, funk, jazz,
satire all with a heavy handful of ironic theatre.
The album challenges the listeners determination
with opening track ‘The Thermodynamics of Hell’,
which sounds straight out of a dark West End
cabaret and explores a science versus of religion
theme. However, more typical of the Toupé noise is
‘Big Ones (a true story)’ a bass heavy funky rock
trip through a one-stand in the USA.
‘Chat!’ veers alarmingly between being an exercise in musical madness or the sanest thing on the planet (you choose), the punked
up grooves of ‘Haircutz’ a scathing attack on the plethora of bands who look great but sound crap. Which is precisely the opposite
of Toupé! Mind when we say punk, it’s more like a collision of Devo and Bertol Brecht. In fact, the first Devo album helps
enormously in creating a reference point for Toupé. Equally so do Frank Zappa and Captain Beefheart. On the back of songs like
‘Villians’ and the skanky ‘Join the BNP’ about changing the name of BNP to Be Nice People party its clear Toupé possess an
intelligence, wit and experimental capacity equivalent to ten normal bands. The worry is how to get more people to hear the charm
and irony of ‘Chat!’ Only post-10pm radio would dare... But you could be brave, listen and learn.
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BRENDA ‘THE COOLEST GEOMETRY’
Single available now
www.myspace.com/brendaband
Straight out of Bournemouth come Brenda,
an inventive, avant-garde experiment in
music and technology (in equal measures).
Starting with the germ of a song idea the
band treat it more as an exercise in
improvisation painstakingly building layers
of digital sound, live samples, and hypnotic
guitar and vocal lines. Sure not a song to
listen to once and discard, ‘The Coolest
Geometry’ is fluid yet angular and
demands it be absorbed slowly, with all its
parts and layers peeled back with each
consecutive play. Massively inventive and
quite overwhelming really.

NOIDZ ‘WATER WORLD’
Single available now www.noidz.net
Noidz are an enigma, they may not even
be human, who can tell. What music do
they make? It’s larger than life, stonking
great slabs of adrenaline fuelled electro.
Euphoric trance with swathes of heavy
duty, industrial strength guitar samples all
beamed in from deep space.
‘Alienoidz Theme’ is a gargantuan sound
rumbling from the depths of a black hole to
alter the minds of us mere earthlings. Noidz
send shuddering impulses of sound from
brain to feet. It’s impossible to resist really.
‘XXM Lightyears’ make sure there is no
way back. We are all Noidz.

PLANS & APOLOGIES ‘MEETOO’
Single available now www.myspace.com/plansandapologies
Plans and Apologies make quite magnificent jangly indie-pop, with superior lyrical
observations. Unapologetically lo-fi, unashamedly unruly ‘Meetoo’ transports us back to
the gleeful but largely ignored C86 pure indie-pop dabblings of the brilliant Brilliant Corners
or Bodines but keep a firm eye on the more contemporary spaces occupied by Mystery Jets
and our good friends from Hereford, Brandon Steep.
Plans and Apologies make easy, meandering good time tunes purpose built for playing
outdoors but with a perverse love of the occasional random power chord and a sharply
observed lyricism of the wry grin variety. But this band are not content to hide in the pop
backwaters, they can count among their achievements a prestigious Maida Vale session for
the BBC, two sold out singles, a multitude of prestige shows and ringing endorsement from
Radio 1’s Huw Stephens. Spiky, intelligent creative pop far too good to ignore. Be quick,
this single is limited to 500 vinyls, grab one now.

SANDIRA
‘SOUND THE ALARM’
Single available now
www.sandira.co.uk

MATINEE CLUB
‘DISCOTHEQUE FRANCAIS’
single out now
www.myspace.com/matineeclub

Following on the heels of previous single
‘Hanging On The Wire’, Sandira are back
with ‘Sound The Alarm’ a razor slash of a
song. It carries all the post-modern fun of
The Strokes and New York nu-wave, with a
retro punk edge in the manner of Patti
Smith or Pauline Penetration. Vocalist
Sandira has had a long career as
percussionist with such luminaries as
William Orbit, Loop Guru and The Shamen.
Sandira the band return her to gutsy, guitar
driven rock n roll. Hard edged, spiky,
passionate and honest.

‘Discotheque Francais’ is the premier
release from Matinee Club, an exciting
electro-pop trio from London. Combining
40s chic, burlesque theatre and the pop
sensibilities of Blondie with subtle hints of
Japan thrown in, ‘Discotheque Francais’ is a
treat. Not one, but six different mixes of
what is a joyous euro-electro classic in the
making. Bubbling synths, hi-energy pop
and Emma’s gloriously perfect vocals take
us into an underworld of kitsch, class and
exuberant dance. Infectiously upbeat and
gloriously leftfield in one 3-minute chunk.

SLASHED SEAT AFFAIR ‘CONNECTED’
EP available now
www.slashedseataffair.com
London’s Slashed Seat Affair are a sparky,
accessible rock band currently hard at
work on their debut album. The band
have received startling acclaim in a short
time on the back of extensive gigging and
in store airplay at Toni & Guy and
TopShop. Top supports with Guillemots
and Cherry Blackstone among others have
elevated their growing reputation further.
Font-woman Ellie cuts a real dash and
delivers some classy vocals against a
backdrop of lush, layered guitar pop/rock.
Sure, its radio friendly but there’s a neat
edge of darkness to the songs to keep
things interesting. The whole sound is
mesmerising, driven with beefed up
drums, slick edgy riffs and powerfully
enticing vocals. Slashed Seat Affair come
across as a rockier, tougher Cardigans at
their most accessible and are coming to a
radio station near you anytime soon.
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FULIBULBUS ‘B – TRIPLE O – M’
Single available now www.myspace.com/fulibulbus
Fulibulbus is on a mission to provide dancing and partying wherever it goes, drawing on a
heritage that mixes up King Tubby, Prodigy, Hendrix and the mighty Asian Dub Foundation
into a ska, rave and rap rock n roll stylee guaranteed to jump any joint.
Fulibulbus will infect anywhere, any time with a six-piece monster line-up complete with
trumpets and trombones. They are a live band in the true sense, not a product of studios
and laptops. Opener ‘B–Triple O–M’ kicks big butt, aggressive rapping over a stonking
great brassed up beat with liberal doses of motherf••ker thrown in for more than good
measure. But it’s ‘Another Dirty Horsse On Parade’ that got the FUSE juices flowing, a
thundering King Tubby dub and brass bassline and some scorching guitars shakes the
leaves off trees. ‘Badassassassassin’ delivers a more relaxed groove with a manic rap vocal
somewhere between Stereo MCs, The Specials and Asian Dub Foundation. Dread hard!

KILL THE YOUNG ‘WE ARE THE BIRDS
AND THE BESS WE ARE THE
TELEPHONE TREES’
Single out now
www.myspace.com/killtheyoung
Describes by themselves as ‘Bob Hoskins in a
dustbin’, Kill The Young’ are three Manc
brothers with heads full of a youth mis-spent
on Cantona, Coogan and Cobain. ‘We Are
The Birds...’ is a huge fuzz, buzz of chorus
and slashing indie-rock rifferama which
draws on the sleaze and rawness of The
Roses and Sonic Youth in equal handfulls.
There’s an album on the way which we are
looking forward too, but for now check out
the constricted, maximum damage re-mix of
the single by South Central.

LR ROCKETS ‘PERSONALITY’
single out now
www.myspace.com/lrrockets
LR Rockets are a jet-fuelled, squirming ball
of pure energy blasting out molten chunks
of angular pop that is so over-excitable,
they may never return to Earth again.
‘Personality’ is a bubbling, atmospheric slice
of guitar pop with the off-beat ‘art’ stylings
of Futureheads with a harder edge. An
exuberant, spacey synths wobbles away
behind a full-on guitar line and abstracted
nu-wave vocals. The single grumbles and
rumbles away with plenty of schizo twists
and turns to keep even die-hard art rockers
happy. A rather fine single that’s well worth
some of your myspace surfing time.

ISOSCELES ‘GET YOUR HANDS OFF’
Single available now
www.myspace.com/isoscelestheband

VENUS MISCHIEFS ‘SHOCK N AWE’
Single available now
www.myspace.com/venusmischiefs

A Glasgow band who are attracting
loads of interest North of the border,
especially from Franz frontman Alex
Kapranos who has personally invited the
band to support Franz Ferdinand.
Drawing on a Scots heritage from
Orange Juice to Primal Scream to Franz
this is delightfully jerky, angular pop
building from lo-fi synth doodling to a
manic, chaotic shout along as it unfolds a
tell of ‘I’m too sexy and you’re too
grimy’. Getcha hands on we say.

‘Shock n Awe’ is a 100mph energy rush,
that draws no breath as it flies through a
Stooges-esque brawn and brains rock n roll
sleaze groove. Punky, funky, madcap and
totally inventive. Venus Mischiefs make a
top racket, arriving from their musical
planet to shower us with a touch of glam
stardust, rock n roll attitude and some
strutting, sassy tunes. ‘Shock Awe’ and
supporting songs ‘Penny Penny’ and ‘Dirty,
Dirty, Dirty’ are fresh, fun and, well, dirty!

ALLFLAWS ‘THESE WALLS ARE LIES’
Album available now
www.myspace.com/allflaws
Allflaws is the brainchild of vocalist and
producer Gabriel Curran and have steadily
built a reputation for being one of the
freshest alternative sounds in the
underground scene. Allflaws don’t fit into
any convenient box, their soundscape lives
in a world of Public Enemy, NIN, Nirvana
or Rage Against The Machine.
Gabriel’s rapped out vocals and poetic but
hard-edged lyrics lay against a backdrop
of electro-industrial grooves reminiscent of
the 90s Brit rap-scene, check Ruthless Rap
Assassins or MC Tunes. That’s what’s cool
about the way rap-based grooves go in
the UK, the influences tend to fall into
more eclectic territory. ‘These Walls Are
Lies’ is a fine example. Blurring the
creative lines with some super-styled
tunes. Check ‘Mind Controller’ or the
disturbing ‘Code Breaker’ for evidence.
Open your eyes, ears and minds people.

disks and downloads

MEG ‘THE LEGO HAIR EP’
EP available now
www.myspace.com/wearemeg
Named after a much loved, but irritating
black cat Meg hail from Kidderminster and
make electro lo-fi and near flawless indiecult music. Opener ‘Chips’ leaps along with
layers of fuzzy guitars, electro synth whines
and melody contortions with a Doves-like
intensity. The cauldron of perfect indiemusings veers into the swirling
claustrophobia of My Bloody Valentine at
times, massive guitars well-up in a way that
modern indie-kids will be hard pressed to
find a current equivalent too. Six prime cuts
of musical maelstrom which are boldly
intense and bravely unpredictable.

ROBOTS IN DISGUISE
‘THE SEX HAS MADE ME STUPID’
Single out now
www.robotsindisguise.co.uk

DASHBOARD CONFESSIONAL
‘THICK AS THIEVES’
Single available now
myspace.com/dashboardconfessional

JEZUS IN HEAVENS!
‘JEZUS IN HEAVENS – INNIT!
EP available now
www.myspace.com/jezusinheavens

Dee Plume and Sue Denim (are you getting
it yet) are indeed Robots In Disguise. They
make a clattering, electro-industrial racket
wrapped up in pink velvet. A kind of
disturbing collision between Skinny Puppy
and Voice of the Beehive. ‘The Sex Has
Made Me Stupid’ comes in a variety of
disguises too, remixed it comes as a plasticdisco bundle of fun, a claustrophobic
death-disco rant or a brooding piece of
floor filling erotica. Whichever of the halfdozen or so mixes takes your fancy, it’s
experimental art-dance par excellence.

Critically acclaimed singer-songwriter Chris
Carrabba returns to his roots with the
signature acoustic sound first developed on
early Dashboard Confessional albums like
2000’s ‘The Swiss Army Romance’ and
2001’s ‘The Places You Have Come To Fear
The Most’. This single from the ‘The Shade
of Poison Trees’ album is a lush, expansive,
tune filled with joy and angst in almost
equally quantities. Chris’ vocals are typically
edged in bitterness and barbed wire. Sure
its introspective, but it retains an engaging
sense of melody to pull you closer.

Jezus in Heavens! were formed by Scots
singer/songwriter Grant McNally in the
Austrian alps in late 2006 and have just
released a download only EP ‘Jezus in
Heavens – Innit!’ (on i-tunes now). Born of
a love of the Libertines and the White
Stripes (among others), ‘Tesco's Finest’ and
‘Love is the Law!’ are rousing riff laden
monster-slabs with burgeoning guitars so
adored by Jack White, although its maybe
more Raconteurs than White Stripes. Great,
grungy, growly rock n roll from a band with
a great name too!

THE UNION ‘MATCHSTICK SOLDIERS’
Tracks available now www.myspace.com/listentotheunion
The Union are a fresh new crop of indie-popsters from South West London.
With a gig imminent in Brixton with indie legends Bonehead from Oasis and
Mike Joyce from The Smiths, the boys are starting to get noticed. Their
myspace has four brand new songs on it for your delight, one of which is
‘Matchstick Soldiers’.
The Union music is infectious, joyous and unpretentious drawing on the
current zeitgeist lead by The Twang, Wombats and the like. ‘Matchstick
Soldiers’ is a off-centre tale of make-believe gone wrong and rattles along
with a swirling organ and jangle guitar indie-rhythm that’s easy to get
acquainted with. If you’ve grown up with Arctic Monkeys, Milburn and offbeat pop then The Union will be a mouse-click well spent.

STEVE BROWN
‘TEMPORARY ENTERTAINER’
Ep available now
Steve Brown is a multi-faceted, multiinstrumentalist with a taste for the diverse.
He’s highly-trained and runs Samba
Central, a 15 piece samba bateria in
Birmingham. His composed work has
been played at Symphony Hall,
Birmingham and he’s appeared on the
recent compilation, Giles Peterson in
Africa. Phew...
Steve is also a born entertainer, live he’s as
renowned for his between song anecdotes
as he is his full on performances. Told by
his father to write songs about things that
were important to him, his ode to the
victimised white van drivers is beautifully
ironic driven by a full blown punky-indie
rhythm track.
Steve is no fey, introspective singersongwriter, he has a passion for all things
eclectic. As such, ‘Temporary Entertainer’
provides half a dozen slices of real life,
built around some blistering indie-guitar,
inventive, delicate passages and a whole
bucket load of African percussion and
accompaniments. His songwriting is
invigorating, infectious and captivating
delivered with passion, verve, selfdeprecation. There’s touches of humour
layered with musical craftsmanship
unrivalled by contemporaries. ‘Temporary
Entertainer’ is a unexpected pleasure.

disks and downloads
FREEZER BURN
‘LOVE’S EXECUTIONER’
Album available now
www.myspace.com/freezerburnaudiosex

FREESLAVE – ‘SAVE MY DAY’
EP available now
www.myspace.com/freeslave

ISOLATION – ‘LOCKDOWN’
Album available now www.myspace.com/isolation
Isolation are just about to release their eagerly anticipated debut album ‘Lockdown’, and
it's a monumental CD. The Cheltenham based band have taken their sound to ‘Another
Level’ (aptly enough the title of the first track). With Shane’s mammoth riffs over Joe’s
driving bass lines and Paul’s machine gun drumming, topped off with Al’s commanding
throat-shredding vocals, the album is relentless in its ferocity.
Isolation cite bands such as Metallica, Machine Head, Iron Maiden etc as their influences,
and although some of the style of these bands can be heard in their music, they fuse
them with their own massive sound to stamp their unique identity on the world of metal.
They don’t go in for any ‘lighters-in-the-air’ style ballads that so many bands do to add
‘interest’ to their music. Isolation don’t need to – the album starts at full throttle and
doesn’t let up on any of its ten tracks. With dynamic verses interjected with anthemic
choruses, the band have pulled out all the stops on this one to give your ears a pounding
from start to finish!
If you like your music loud, dirty, and unholy, buy this CD and catch them rampaging live
near you – you won’t be disappointed. Neil D

Freeslave formed in the Summer of 2006
following founder member Haydon
Spenceley’s solo recording ‘Songs for the
Dying’. The passion and raw emotions
provided leverage for the fledgling
Freeslave to develop a full on, punchy
sound to bring to live audiences.
A raft of gigs and media appearances have
built a momentum for the big things they
hope ‘Save My Day’ will bring. The title
track burns slow and bright, a brooding,
polished slice of indie-rock that brews up
the storm that is ‘Am I Dreaming’ a
rumbling bass-fuelled rocker. ‘Hope’ is lush,
layered and fullsome. Highly intelligent,
alternative rock n roll to get switched on to.
Haydon is also wheelchair bound, which
we mention simply because we want to
big-up the charity Freeslave passionately
support, Whizz-Kidz who work to support
disable kids everywhere, and who have
been a major part of Haydon’s life to date.

Songs for teenage girls in seaside towns.
The highs and lows, broken hearts and
reeling minds. Freezer Burn live a little
outside the mainstream, settling into the
coastal gloom of a winter resort, wet,
closed and depressing. ‘Love’s Executioner’
is a beacon of light in the misty gloom, a
symbol of hope and expectation. The
album is a musical mood swing, delicately
poised on the edge of total breakdown.
At times ethereal and velveteen, at times
brutal and destructive. The melancholic
shimmer of ‘First I Check for A Pulse’, the
My Bloody Valentine chord-crush of ‘Into
Your Arms’, or the unhinged majesty of
‘Faded’ with its discord and sweet
harmonies. ‘Dealing With Your Mental
Illness’ is remarkable, an acoustic Wedding
Present melting into a distorted, noise-fest.
The tunes have frightening, disturbing
promise about them, one criticism, the
vocals are too high in the mix...

FREAK CIRCUS
‘FREAK SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH’
Album available now
www.freakcircus.info
A particularly interesting piece of musical
mania from Weymouth, Freak Circus
come with inbuilt quality control because
they are on the Pink Hedgehog label. Ok,
so we’re interested now, so what are the
Freak’s about? A gigging apprenticeship,
including stints at Lennon’s Bar and The
Cavern Club in Liverpool have polished a
collection of tunes shiny enough to
appear on record. ‘Freak Shall Inherit The
Earth’ is a new-wave, pop-punk inspired
fuzz-fest with plenty of intelligence and
wry wit. Observational humour set to a
catchy, fuzzed-up backbeat with the
idiosyncrasy of Wire or The Cooper
Temple Clause. The sheer energy of
‘Chemistry’ or the rocked-out constricted
sound of ‘Troubling Trainspotters For
Loose Change’. The joy of this album is
that there are 13 tracks on here, a
freaked-out fuzzbox of delights that’ll sit
well with your BRMC and Pavement
records very well indeed. Love it to bits.

disks and downloads

ELECTRASY – ‘WIRED FOR DREAMING’
Album out now www.electrasy.com
IN THE FUR – ‘MAGNIFICENT DESIGNS’
Album out 26 November – www.myspace.com/inthefur

TIGERARMY – ‘MUSIC FROM REGIONS BEYOND’ Album out now
www.myspace.com/tigerarmy
California’s psycho-billy kings are back with an absolute scorcher of a new album, startling in its
speed, power, presence and precision. ‘Music From Regions Beyond’ bares it’s teeth and roars into life
with ‘Prelude’ including the Tiger Army Never Die battle cry. The adoring Tiger Army legions adorn
themselves with the band’s TigerBat trademark on every conceivable body part (sneak a peak at
tigerarmy.com from photographic evidence).
What makes Tiger Army great aside from their choice of rockabilly instruments, is the sharp, seamless
song-craft and lyricism. To dismiss Tiger Army, or even describe them as rockabilly/psychobilly does
them an injustice. Sure they got the looks and a stand-up bass, but the songs have real depth,
Morrisey is a big fan and in his recent musical guises an influence too. Witness the towering ‘Forever
Fades Away’ a soaring, super strength tune. But get that slap-bass on ‘Ghost of Memory’ a scuzzy
rocker reined in by Nick 13’s crystal clear vocal style, the whole thing pinned down by that slipslapping bass sound never heard before in the context of such complex songs.
Tiger Army are as much a vision as a band, relating tales of love lost, alienation, self-reliance and a
free, esoteric spirit that there rapidly growing fan-base readily identifies with. The shimmering desertchords and Link Wray twang of ‘LunaTone’ is a remarkable song of romantic darkness. But shafts of
delirious sunlight keep stabbing from the heart of this album, ‘Pain’ is a throbbing, thumping stomper
of a song that throttles you gently, with a charming smile. The Tiger Army boys are dangerous and
have tasted blood. ‘Music From Regions Beyond’ bears are killer instinct and will sit highly in FUSE’s
soon to be compiled best of 2007 list. Absolutely outstanding.

In The Fur’s debut ‘Magnificent Designs’ rolls out in the UK,
Germany, Switzerland, and Austria on UK-based Glasstone Records.
Produced by In The Fur with Ken Coomer (Wilco) and Charlie Brocco
(Nashville, TN), Magnificent Designs is their introduction to the
world stage.
Randy, James, and Chris started In the Fur in 2003. Each with
different but similar backgrounds, all with the same goal. They are
determined to craft this band into an unstoppable machine with
legs, and make great albums that can be cherished and remembered
like the albums we grew up with. Anyone who catches an In the Fur
show agrees, that this band brings back that energy and comforting
feeling that good things are to come in the future of rock music.
‘Magnificent Designs’ is an American rock n roll record in the classic
sense, burgeoning guitars, soaring melodies and accessible
excitement by the bucketload. From the opening power chords and
keyboard riffing of ‘Seven Pigeons’ to the eponymous ‘In The Fur’
with its acoustic intro, In The Fur have created a sound built around
the energy of Nirvana hooks, the funky-pop sensibilities of Maroon
5 and the rock tricks of Pearl Jam. It’s an accomplished debut
encapsulated by the Sub-Pop-esque ‘Level Me’ of the Mott The
Hoople histrionics of ‘The Ropes’. ‘Magnificent Designs’ lives the
American dream, its imagery is open roads, empty freeways, fast
cars and the esoteric characters that lie in wait at every gas station.
Foot down, all the young dudes will switch on to In The Fur.

Well it's taken a few years, but Electrasy can finally let
their fans (old and new) hear the almost mythical third
album that was recorded for Arista in the USA back in
2001... and Pink Hedgehog records have the privilege of
letting it loose in the UK! All it took was a handshake and
a sack full of Bream, and (like the fish) it was in the bag...
‘Wired For Dreaming’ was lost to the world as a result of
a series of unfortunate record company events, but we
should all rejoice that it’s finally ready to face the world.
‘Wired for Dreaming’ is a shimmering, effervescent
collection of pin-sharp chorus led indie-rock classics that
can trace their history back to U2 when they still
mattered, the wall shaking pomp of Then Jericho or more
recently the crystal clear rock visions of Mansun. ‘Million
of You’ is a almighty adrenaline jab that won’t fail to lift
even the most flagging spirits.
Electrasy make ‘up’ music, to invigorate and brighten
dark souls against rapidly darkening night-time skies. The
crashing chords and sassy groove of ‘Goin’ Down’ run
headlong into shimmering synths patterns and the more
the introspective melodies that characterise songs like
‘Sacred’. Electrasy make big music for rock n roll
dreamers. ‘Wired for Dreaming’ is brim-full of highly
developed song-craft, tunes that fire shafts of light into
the air that explode, filling our world with glittering,
expansive, forgotten classics. Don’t miss Electrasy again.

disks and downloads
EMIGRATE ‘EMIGRATE’
Album available now – www.emigrate.eu
Emigrate is an emotional, industrial strength solo departure
from Rammstein guitarist Richard Krüspe, a founder member
of Germany’s premier metal export. So with a band of likeminded musicians from different lands, Richard has embarked
on a journey parallel with, rather than at odds with,
Rammstein, who remain a vital part of his life.
‘Emigrate’ is a defiantly bleak musical exorcism for Richard
built around a deep regard for the work of Trent Raznor and
Jimmy Page, which is evident in the electro-industrial hard
rock that characterises the album. Richard’s sanity depended
on this album, he simply had to do it, create his own vortex
to keep his personal demons at bay.
Title track ‘Emigrate’ is a harsh, metallic uber-heavy rasp that
sets our Richard’s agenda. Massive, claustrophobic industrial
metal, building collapse leaving a distraught rubble-desert but
the songs are strangely accessible. ‘My World’ is caustic and
intense but with a sonic engagement and chorus you could
almost sing, European minimalism meets Metallica head-on.
‘New York’ is a clipped, almost pop tune with a vocal
reminiscent of a metal headed Lou Reed. Emigrate want to be
loved but don’t know how. You may be able to help.
THE HUMAN VALUE – ‘PUSH AND PULL’
Album available now – www.myspace.com/thehumanvalue
The Human Value bear all the hallmarks of a darkly intelligent New York underground rock n roll
band, but they arrive via the West Coast and London, where they now believe they can best
weave their musical magic. Sexy, sassy, sultry vocalist Turu is a true siren, a dark sorceress whose
beguiling voice and charisma delivers disengaged souls into her clutches.
But this is no girlie-rock n roll band. Genders bend, traditions are discarded and together with
Cuban born partner in musical and physical crime Hiram Fleites, The Human Value walk a path
of survival and offer hope to tortured souls. Think female fronted rock n roll, new wave bands
with a New York history and think Blondie. Forget it, The Human Value long since spat out any
trace of bubblegum in their music. Their sidewalks are defiled by the punk attitudes of fiery
poetess Patti Smith and in recent times are much more akin to the molten rock of Juliette and
The Licks.
Here’s where the history lesson ends though. ‘Push and Pull’ is a brilliant slice of seamy, balls-tothe-wall rock n roll evil, black-veiled assassins that bring underground America to London’s
mean streets via Lou Reed-esque story telling, slashing, enveloping swathes of hard-hearted
guitars contorting Turu’s towering, seething vocals and lyrics. The Human Value sound is nasty
and dirty in ways only Jack White’s Raconteurs could dream of. The twisted imagery of ‘Pretty
Mouth’ and the convulsive rock n roll of ‘Complications No.2’ bring tears of blood to adoring
eyes. The single “Hold Of Me’ releases the pressure momentarily to as it skips bleakly along
digging a similar grave to Pixies style moments of pop levity, unfolding a tale of rejection and
hate. If anyone has heard a more venomous ode to love than ‘Spite’ please own up now. The
almighty grunge of ‘Alibi’ with Turu’s plaintive wail or the scalding, waltz-time intensity of title
track ‘Push and Pull’ paint distracting pictures of life less-ordinary drawing in magical moments
of leftfield moody rock that slice like razors. Deeply unpredictable, emotionally draining and one
hell of a record, that’s The Human Value.

MILBURN – ‘THESE ARE THE FACTS’
Album available now – www.myspace.com/milburn
Last year’s best nearly band, Milburn, return from the tales of ordinary
power pop madness they unfolded on their cracking debut ‘Well, Well,
Well’ with a new album that sees the Sheffield quintet grow up and
mature a little. There is no doubt that their career to date has been
hindered by lazy, unfair comparisons with school-friends and kindred
spirits Arctic Monkeys, previously releases have been dismissed as carboncopy Monkey-isms and even regular early support band The Pigeon
Detectives have surpassed them. Bloodied but unbowed, Milburn are
back with ‘These Are The Facts’, gone are the engagingly naive pop
clatter and simple stories of simple folk. The new album delivers complex,
tightly woven structures more akin to the Liverpool dreamweavers of Cast
or The Coral. You can try, but there’s no more Monkeys here.
Milburn are ready to take their rightful place as spinners of homespun pop tunes. ‘What Will You Do (When The Money Goes)’ is as
fine a rousing singalong pop tune as you could hope for. “Summertime’ is an eclectic, slightly retro jangle delivered with shedloads
of charm and depth and the almost rockabilly bounce of ‘Lucy Lovemenot’ chimes along delightfully. With ‘These Are The Facts’,
Milburn are almost a different band, almost! Just as you begin to get used to the more expansive, diverse Milburn, along comes
‘Cowboys and Indians’ a super-fast power-pop shoutalong that would be at home with past glories like ‘Cheshire Cat Smile’ or ‘Send
In The Boys. In fact, the drunken pub choruses of ‘Roll Out Their Barrel’ are still very much in evidence, and provide the continuity
Milburn need to build on. The cheeky lad up your street Northern charisma of Milburn is their strength, they’ve always told tales of
the everyday, larger than life local pub characters rather than explore to deeply the seedier, darker side of the street. ‘These Are The
Facts’ retains all that charm, but is considerably more developed musically.

disks and downloads

RATTLESNAKE REMEDY – ‘MAGIC MAN’
Album out now – myspace.com/rattlesnakeremedy
ANTON BARBEAU WITH SU JORDAN – THE AUTOMATIC DOOR –
Album available now – www.myspace.com/antonbarbeau

BABYSHAMBLES – ‘SHOTTERS NATION’
Album out now – www.myspace.com/babyshamblesofficial

The prolific Mr Barbeau returns, surely FUSE’s most reviewed artist? But, hey, we don’t care
because we love him to bits. ‘The Automatic Door’ is the latest communique from Sacramento’s
cult-hero. Hope your safe from the Californian flames Ant!

Yup, Pete’s back straight out of rehab and a court near you. The
media’s favourite bad boy and English youth’s favourite tortured
genius continues to inspire and speak for the disengaged,
disenchanted personality of individualism. It’s often argued that
Babyshambles have lost their way, but let’s face it you can only
redefine music once in a lifetime and Libertines did that with Pete
Doherty in their fold. After that, there are but two choices. Retread
the same ground over and over or find new ways of finding a voice.
Carl Barat took the former road, Doherty opted with Babyshambles
to take the mouthpiece. Without the drugs, emotional imbalances,
self-harming and rock n roll lifestyle Pete Doherty would be confined
to a pub-indie band aping whatever’s currently going down on the
scene. True innovation comes with a higher price.

The album and title track are named after a museum exhibit that featured the very first automatic
door, “I wanted to capture what I sort of imagined was a wide-eyed Buck Rogers vision of the
future,” explains Anton. “Somehow the song turned instead into an anti-fundamentalist rant! The
London bombings, George Bush, the return of the goddess, surfboards – what more to you need in
a pop song?”
The album sparkles into life with the lilting perfect-pop of ‘Staring at the Sun’, Ant’s anodine
Lennon-esque tones finely foiled by Su Jordan’s crystal clear Englishness. In fact, the juxtaposition
of Anton Barbeau’s pyschedelic West Coast pop sunshine and a clear empathy with English
eccentricism à la XTC and Julian Cope is what makes the guy so special. Every song on ‘The
Automatic Door’ is a beautifully crafted Summer shuffle undermined every step of the way by
acerbic, ironic lyricism that always prevents him falling into a bottomless pool of sugary sunshine.
The gloriously titled ‘Poking Myself in the Eye to Spite my Finger’ is vintage Barbeau, subtle,
esoteric words and pure-pop melodies wrapped up in psychedelic candy.
‘The Automatic Door’ is probably the most enduring, accessible record we’ve heard the man
produce, the presence of Su is almost it seems a restraining influence, forcing him to focus on
glimmers of light rather than more obscure darkness. The title track is a masterpiece of lyrical
genius and upbeat quirky pop but the more crazed psychedelia of ‘Who’s The Pony Now’ reminds
us this is Anton. Perverse, intellectual, artistic, funny and an absolute master of twisting perfectly
good pop songs into something way more meaningful. Truly as cool as folk.

‘Shotter Nation’ is able and eloquent, containing moments of
inspiration to leave contemporaries gasping in it’s wake. The single
‘Delivery’ is as perfect a piece of painfully indie attitude as you’ll ever
hear. Elsewhere, ‘Side Of The Road’ is a typically jerky English streetserenade. The discordant slashing, seemingly inept guitar melodies
and eloquent stories of seamy low-life are all in evidence. The
combined result is an album that will speak volumes to all true indiekids everywhere. It’s still willfully different, wildly eclectic and paints
momentary pictures of what makes the young, young. Dangerous,
fractured and dark, your Mum will hate it even though she quite
likes Razorlight and that will hopefully remain the Babyshambles
legacy. When the brooding and bad attitude stop, so will Pete.

This is the debut album from Rattlesnake Remedy, and it's
a corker! The band have their feet firmly set in 70s/80s
heavy blues based music, but with a modern twist. Think
AC/DC or Led Zeppelin brought kicking and screaming
into the 21st century and you get the picture, with the
vocalist even sounding at times like Bon Scott or Robert
Plant, whereas the guitar work is more reminiscent of the
styles of Slash or Dave Navarro.
There are hard-rocking AC/DC style tracks such as ‘Black
Sheep Fiddle’ and ‘Drag You Down’, slow deep South style
songs such as ‘Free to Feel’, and good old-fashioned heavy
rock n roll songs such as ‘Payin' My Dues’ – complete with
harmonica to add that authentic flavour.
‘Freestyle’ heads down the Led Zep route, with Jimmy
Page style slow blues licks and Plant style vocals soaring
over the top, whereas ‘Angels Eyes’ makes a nod towards
Guns & Roses. In fact the whole album is an eclectic mix
of tributes to different bands and/or artists, and although
there’s nothing here that’s original as such, thanks to the
Rattlesnakes’ obvious enthusiasm for the era it works
fantastically well (and you can never get enough of good
old fashioned rock & roll like this…..)
The band also have a great reputation for putting on
storming live shows, and they have been regularly playing
on the same bills as bands like Status Quo, Magnum,
Thunder, LA Guns etc. FUSE hope to catch them on their
next tour, and we just can’t wait... Neil D

out on the town

Esotor

L.A.M.F.

System Arcadia

SYSTEM ARCADIA, THE ZYLUMS, L.A.M.F., ESOTOR
Guildhall, Gloucester
First on were hard rock band System Arcadia. They played a long set of hard rock jammed together with
metal along with some Metallica classics such as ‘Enter The Sandman’. This young band played an explosive
set of metal fuelled rock that had the beginnings of some really good songs which got the crowd going.
With more gigs and original songs this band could become a major figure in the local rock and metal scene.
The next band were The Zylums a young band with a brilliant set of fast-paced, high energy pop-punk
songs. With similarities with new indie-kings ‘The Pigeon Detectives’ through their powerful and wellcrafted lyrics accompanied by precision and energy of new band ‘The Wombats or ‘Milburn’. As a new
band they are exceptionally professional on-stage and seem already able to play a fantastic set. Even if the
singer sings like Jonny Borrell their songs have such a depth and flair that you don’t realise. If they continue
creating and playing songs in this way they could be a fantastic new band in the future.
Third up were old fashioned British punk band L.A.M.F. With the lead singer and guitarist wearing huge
sunglasses and bassist topless with spikes their stage dominance was made to look like they were in their
house watching TV. Plus an addition of several hardcore fans in leather jackets they played at a high tempo
with songs that could of come straight from 1976 and the Sex Pistols era. Many tracks had the crowd
creating moshpits with their hard guitars and ferocious drumming accompanied by lyrics of anarchy and
disorder and thrashing bass riffs. As a young band they have terrific stage presence, many fans and a great
set of songs. Must see for any punk fan.

The Zylums

Finally Esotor came on to a pounding dance song followed immediately by a heavy metal song that reduced
the crowd to a depart and let the mosh take over. After a entrance that Enter Shikari would take notice of
the band launched head first into a set of growling vocals, monstrous guitars, hard bass riffs held together
by burning drumming. With a set of fiery songs Esotor pack a punch with similarities with Machine Head,
Killswitch Engage and even Gallows they are well established and obviously have many fans in the local
metal scene with the support they got at this gig. Rowan
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